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PART III 
THE STRUCTURE OF THE 
CENTRALIZER OF AN INVOLUTIOIS 
11. REDUCTIONS OF THE STRUCTURE OF THE 
CENTRALIZER OF AN INVOLUTION 
Because of Propositions 16 and 17, n(U) = o1 u oz. The purpose of 
this section is to derive the possibilities for the structure of U, which will be 
studied by character-theoretic and arithmetical arguments in subsequent 
sections. 
LEMMA 11.1. Let Jj be a D-subgroup of 8 containing 6. 
(i) If Jj is a D-group with respect to Zj but not to lj , i, j = 0, I, i # j, 
then Ei n 5 G t!t. 
(ii) If 5 is a D-group with respect to both 2, and I, then either 
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(a) c&, A 5 = EI n 5 = E A 5 and $/O(g) is isomorphic to a subgroup of 
Pr.L(2, q); or 
(b) ~inB~~jn~==nnaand/(S~nr,:~n~B=3, i,j=O, 1, 
i+j. In this case, un$j=En$ xz$njj=Einfi. O(5)- 
B n $, and s/O($) is isomorphic to A, . 
Proof. (i) By Lemma 2.1, 5 contains a normal subgroup &a of index 2. 
Thus 5 = S/O(s) is isomorphic to a subgroup of PrL(2, q). Then by 
-- 
Lemma 3.3(i), $J = $a&, where &, is isomorphic to PGL(2, q) and 
‘& = C,(G) h w ere 6 = G-0(.$)/0($). Let (4, n 5, be the image of Ej n 6 
in -5. By Lemma 3.l(iv), E5 n 5 n 5, = 1. Thus as &, is the image of 
(5 n $j in 5 by Lemma 1.4, t.Ej n .$ = Ej n (E n $j) O($j). By Lemma 6.7 
O(a) E cEi . Thus CEi n 5 = cs;, n ($ n $j) = (5 n 5. 
(ii) Now O(g) c B = E,, n E1 by the symmetry of the hypothesis. When 
j3 is isomorphic to a subgroup of PFL(2, q), then Lemma 3.3(i) implies that 
5 = &,@ where Jj, 20(a) and $,,/O($) is isomorphic to PSL(2, q). Then 
Lemma 3.l(iv) implies E+ n $jO c O(a) E @, i = 0, 1. Thus 
and the case (ii-a) follows. When .s is isomorphic to A, , case (ii-b) arises. 
Then by Lemma 3.2(iii), C& n $ = 3, n 5 has order 3, i = 0 or 1. But 
U n 5j = (Ej n 5j) (& n 5). Since Ej r? $5 == O(sj) cE, t& n $3 = (5 n $5. 
Since 3, n 5 has order 3, it is a group and hence is normal in U n $ by 
Lemma 1 .l . Hence U n & = E n .sj x .3;, n $j = Ei n Jj as 1 Z$ n $j 1 = 3. 
Thus (ii-b) follows. 
LEMMA 11.2. Let $J be an G-invariant $,-subgroup of u and suppose that 
E n $I # 1. Then one of the following holds. 
(i) B n !$I =$ n !j3 =E, n p. 
(ii) p=3,p~o~;fori,j=O,l,i#j,@n~=CE~nrpc~~n~=~. 
Set 5 = N(E n ‘$I). Then $/O(S) is isomorphic to A, and either 
(a) ‘Ip = CE n ‘!p x Sj n q where 1 rj n 9 1 = 3 OY 
(b) 1 C5 n ‘$ / = 3, 3, n p ci !J?, ‘p* = C&Z n ‘p) is elementary 
of order 9, and q 1 ‘$*. 
Proof. When I 6 1 = 4, (i) clearly holds; so suppose 1 G 1 > 4. Let 
5 = N(E n p); then G E sj. Assume that p E q . Then Lemma 6.8 implies 
that $ is a D-group with respect to C& and 2, . Then Lemma 1 l.l(ii) implies 
that either 
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In the first case, (i) results because $j = N(E n q). In the second case, we 
obtain that CE n ‘$J -= 0, n !J3 C @Tj n il, n $j. But as p E or , Lemma 6.4 
implies that Q #: 9 n Ei . Hence N&!$ n !@) 3 t& n !jh By Lemma 1.1, 
C,(& n !$I) n Sf # 1. Then $j n &=I C(E n ‘$) n 3, f 1. Ho~~v~I-, in 
the second case Lemma Il. I (ii-b) holds and U R $r = (-Fi n $j, which is a 
contradiction. 
Now consider that p E era . Then for i = 0 or 1, we have (p E ai by virtue 
of Lemma 6.4. Hence ‘p = (‘$3 n %) (‘Q n &), j; # i. Condition (i) clearly 
follows if v  A 3, = 1; so assume the contrary. By Lemma 6.8, $ is a n-group 
with respect to T, as 9 A % = !J? n Ej. By assumption q n Q C $5 n &; 
hence $ R E C $j f? E‘i as 8 = N(p n a). Thus the conditions of Lem- 
mas 11.1 (i) and 11.1 (ii-a) are denied, and the conditions of Lemma I 1 .l(ii-b) 
hold. As $3 r”l & 3 !JI r‘l%‘, it follows that p = 3. 
Setting !Q* =. !$? n sj, we have that Q* == (g n E) (‘p* r\ rj) c ai, 
It follows from Lemma I l.l(ii) that v* = 9 n (2 x ‘p* n .Z$ where 
! p* A sj j = 3. If  @* = ‘$3, we have case (a) of part (ii) of this lemma. So 
assume that !@ 3 Q*. Since ,Jz = (!@ n E) (9 f7 Jj), there exists X E !# A .$ 
such that K$ !#* n 3, and X normalizes (8”. I f  f  13 n % ! > 3, then 
(‘$ f\  E) n (@ r\ CE;)’ + 1 since j q* : ip r\ B / = 3. Hence there exists 
Y~~n~,VLjt1,suchthatT’~~:~~n~.ByL~al.1,Y=Y~.Since 
(i) does not hold, Lemma 6.8 implies that C(Y) is a &group. But C(Y) 
contains p* A 3$ and X. Hence 1 C3 (I’) i > 3; the conditions of Lemma 
1 I. I@-b) are denied, and Lemma 11. I j&-a) implies C( I’) n @$ = C{ 2’) n (E;. 
However, C(Y) n Q$ 2 p* in 3, , which yields a contradiction. Thus 
we must have 1 p n CE ( = 3. Then C,(!Q n E) = Fp* = (‘p n E) (‘p* (“I 3,) 
is elementary of order 9. Since 58 3 @* and Z(‘p) is %$-invariant, it follows 
that q* n 3, = Z(y). Now T@ possesses a normal elementary &X$-invariant 
subgruup 8 of order 32. Hence 1 @ : C@,(8) C = 3. If  8 = !@*, then j ‘Q i =- 3a. 
Since Z(q) = D(b) c 3, in this case, -1, n ‘@ is a subgroup of Cp and hence 
is normal. I f  b f  p*, then b c ,7, since TQ n a = ‘p n ci$ c !j3*. 
But then CT&%) n Ej = 1 since C(‘$ n Cr-J = !Jj*. Hence Clp(%) = 
$3 A Zj since j fJ3 :C$p(%) j = 3. Again -J, n 9 KI $I, and case (b) is 
established. 
We now define a D-group sj of (li, to be e~cep~~o~~a~ if it contains G and a 
minimal normal nonsoivable subgroup .& of & which is a perfect central 
extension of A, by a group of order 3. In this case $j is a D-group with respect 
to 2, and 2, and sj n U has the structure described in Lemma 1 l.l(ii-b). In 
particular, (2 contains a nontrivial 3-group. A .&subgroup of Q is said to be 
~one~ce~~~o~a~ if it contains G and is not exceptional. 
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LEMMA 11.3. Let Q be an G-invariant p-subgroup of U such that 
a r) a n Ei 1 1, i = 0 OY 1. Then C(X) is a nonsolvable D-group with 
respect o & for any subgroup X f  1 of a r\ Ei, and C(X) contains Ngi(Q n Eli). 
Furthermore, let Jj be a nonsolvable D-group with respect to Zi . 
(i) Suppose that 4j n E:i # 1. If $5 n 3 # 1 or if .sj is a nonexceptional 
D-group, C($ n &) is a D-group with respect to Zi . If $ is exceptional and 
& is a nontrivial &,-subgroup of 5 n & , then C(SJ is a D-group with respect 
to zj . 
(ii) Suppose that $ contains 6 and 5 n Ej # 1, j # i. If 5 is nonexcep- 
tional, then C($j n Ej) is a D-group with respect to Zi OY S/O(s) is isomorphic 
to A, and C,($j n iEj) is a solvable D-group with respect to 2, . If $5 is excep- 
tional and gi is a nontrivial &,-subgroup of .$J n Ej , then C(?j,) is a D-group 
with respect to Zi and Zj . 
Proqf. Let 5 be an arbitrary nonsolvable D-group with respect to Zi. 
Let &s be a minimal normal nonsolvable subgroup of $5. We shall show that 
[Jj, , O(a)] = 1. Indeed, O(4j) G ai by Lemma 6.7. Then Lemmas 3.l(xi) 
and 3.2(x) imply that $5, is isomorphic to PSL(2, q), A, , or a perfect central 
extension of PSL(2,9) or A, . As so is nonsolvable, &-,/O(~,) is simple by 
virtue of Lemmas 3.l(ii) or 3.2(i). C onsequently, I$,, O(fj)l c -5, n O(5) = 
0(&J = Z(&,). Hence [.sj,, , O(5), %I = P(5), -% , sj,l = 1. BY the three 
subgroups lemma [Z6], [a,,, &, , O(a)] = 1. As &,, is perfect, [Go, O(a)] = 1. 
Now we shall verify the first statement of the lemma. Suppose then that Q 
is an G-invariant p-subgroup of U such that B 1 Q n Ei 1 1. Let ‘!# be an 
G-invariant &subgroup of U containing D. Then q r> ‘!$ n Ei 1 1. 
Lemma 6.8 implies that R = N((P n $) is a D-group with respect to Zi . 
As ‘p n Ei is &-invariant and Fp 3 p n Ei, N3i((D n IEi) # 1. Hence 
R n 3, # 1. Lemma 6.7 implies that O(R) G t& . Hence the image of 
R n Si in R = R/O(R) is nontrivial. Lemma 3.l(iii) implies that R is not 
isomorphic to PSL(2,3) or PGL(2, 3). H ence R and thus fi are nonsolvable. 
But D n ci$ G O(R), and the first paragraph shows that [5$, , O(R)] = 1, 
where R, is the minimal nonsolvable D-subgroup of R. Hence C(Q n Ei) 
contains a nonsolvable D-group, which is relative to Xi. Thus 
if X 5 Q n E:i , and X # 1, C(X) is a D-group with respect to Zi . By Lemma 
1.1, N9i(Q n (EJ = C,i(Q n &) G C(X). This proves the first statement. 
Now let 8 be a nonsolvable D-group with respect to Zi . To prove (i), it 
suffices to consider that either 8 n 3 # 1 or that $j 2 6. To prove (ii), we 
consider that 8 2 B. Take first the case that !$ = $5/O($) is isomorphic to 
a subgroup of PrL(2, q) containing PSL(2,q). Lemma 6.7 implies that 
O(B) c (F, . Hence Lemma 3.7 implies that &,($j n &) is a subgroup of 5 of 
index at most 2, where &, is the minimal nonsolvable normal subgroup of 8 
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as before. Set G, and &, to be the images of E, n 5 and ,j,r in 6. 
Let .& = C&$); then by Lemma 3.3(i), .Gji is isomorphic to PSL(2, r) 
where 9 --: P and n = ( Ei !. Let $ij, be the inverse image of 5, in $, . Then 
$i is isomorphic to PSL(2, Y) or Q = 9 and 8, is isomorphic to a perfect 
central extension of PS1,(2, 9). In the latter case, q r= r as n = / E, 1 is odd; 
hence Ei = 1 and $j, = $a. As $,3 Xi , $, is a D-group with respect to Xi. 
Suppose that $+, is simple. As [.& , E,] = I and -& c $,, , 
Thus (i) follows in this case. To establish (ii), we now require that sj contain 
G.ThenLemmall.limpliesthat~ nEj=$ n&Thus% nqcg nq, 
and (ii) now follows. So suppose next that +& is isomorphic to a perfect central 
extension of PSL(2,9). Then $jr = 5, and [.& , O($j)] = 1 from the first 
paragraph of this proof. Also Ei = 1 so that Ei n .sj G O(G). Hence we obtain 
[sjr , Ei n $1 = 1, and (i) and (ii) follow as above. 
Finally consider that 5 is isomorphic to 11, and 5 is a D-group with respect 
to xi . We first argue that $J n 3 = I so that to prove the lemma it will 
suffice to assume that 9 2 E. Indeed, let G* be an S,-subgroup of C,(T,). 
Then without loss, we may assume that 6* G 6. Let 91 be the maximal cyclic 
subgroup of 6 which contains T, , and set %* = 6* n ‘21. Denote by 5, 8*, 
and G* the images of 5 n 3, ‘u*, and 6* in 5, respectively. Now O(B) 2 ES 
by Lemma 6.7. Also ]6*1=/G*j=8 and /X*]=I%*(=4. By 
Lemma 1.5, 5 n 3 i C,(‘%). Hence by Lemma 1.4, 5 SC,@*). But 
(zi* 4 F*. Thus 5 E VI,,(F*). By Lemma 3.2(iv), if 5 # 1, then Ce*@) con- 
- - 
tains a four group 2. But G* == (2, %*>. Hence 5 E Cb(G*), which con- 
tradicts Lemma 3.2(iv). Hence 5 = 1. This implies that $ n 3 = 1. Hence 
we may assume J3 1 6. 
Let sj, be the minimal nonsolvable normal subgroup of 5. By Lemma 
3.2(x), $a is isomorphic to A, or a central extension of A, . By the first para- 
graph of this proof, [&, , O(s)] = 1. B ecause G s 5, $ is a D-group with 
respect to both %a and 2, . Hence O(5) E Q, n Er = E by Lemma 6.7. 
Thus [a,, , E n $1 = 1. By Lemma ll.l(ii-b), we have, say, that 
1 &, n 9 : E n $ i := 3 and Ei -= @. Thus an &r-subgroup 3 of either Et0 
or @?, is contained in t%. Hence C!,(&) contains $a and is a D-group with 
respect to both X0 and Yi . This verifies (i) and (ii) in the case that Jj is excep- 
tional. 
Hence we may assume that $ is nonexceptional; then 4j, is isomorphic to 
A,. Then it follows from Lemma 3.2(iv) that, say, E0 n &, has order 3, 
c”, n Jj, = I, and C&E,, n jj,,) = 2, is isomorphic to the direct product 
of PSL(2, 3) and(& n $$ and is a D-group with respect to I,. As 0, n S L 
((5 n 5) ((to n &), we have that C&X, n 53) O(a) = eaO($j) and 
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thus is a solvable D-group with respect to Z,, . In particular, C&E,, n $j) 
is solvable; and also as &, E C,& n $), it is a D-group. On the other hand, 
5 n tE1 = & n E. Consequently, C,($j n Er) contains $,, and is a D-group 
with respect to both I, and 2,. Thus we conclude that C,(J3 n @) is a 
D-group with respect to Xi , i = 0, 1; furthermore, if C&j n $) is not a 
D-group with respect to Zi , i, j = 0, I, i # j, it is a solvable D-group with 
respect to 2,. This establishes (i) and (ii) and proves the lemma. 
LEMMA 11.4. Suppose that 1 6 1 > 4. Let R be an 6-invariant abelian 
p-subgroup of U. If  R 3 $3 n Ej 3 R n (5 = 1, then R n El is G-invariant end 
N&E) G ~5 for any nontviviul subgroup X of R n CEi , i, j  = 0, 1, i + j. 
Proof. Let 6* be the largest subgroup of 6 which normalizes R n Ei . 
We shall first show that G* = 6; so assume the contrary. Clearly Zi G G*. 
Hence C,( 6”) c R n Ei . Suppose C,(G*) = A n $ . Since R is G-inva- 
riant, R n Ei = C,(G*) is N&G*)- invariant. But 6* C 6 implies that 
N&G*) 3 G*, which contradicts the maximal choice of G*. Thus 
[G*, R n c&] # 1; hence G* r) Zi. 
Let Xi* be a second four subgroup of G* not conjugate to Xi in G*. Then 
G* = (xi , x,*). Since N&G*) is a dihedral subgroup of G containing G* 
as a subgroup of index 2, there exists A E NG( S*) - G* such that ZiA = Xi*. 
Then (R n QA = Ca(ZJ’ = C,&*). Because 6* = 6 n 5, where 
5 = N(R n $), A $5. Therefore, C&*) # C&). 
We shall contradict this fact. By Lemma 11.3, .sj is a D-group with respect 
to Zi . I f  I, has no subgroups of index 2, then C(R n Ei) contains the &-sub- 
group 6* of Jj in contradiction to the first paragraph. Hence 5 = g/O($) 
is isomorphic to a subgroup of PrL(2,q) containing PGL(2, q). Let Tj*, 
E*, and Ei denote the images of X3*, 6*, and $ n B in 5. By Lemma 3.1(i), 
C,(&*) = %j* x O(E,(G*) E Zj* x Ei. By Lemma 6.7, O(B) c$. Hence 
by Lemma 1.4, O(C,(Zj*)) E 8 n Ei . Since R is abelian, R c 8; thus it 
follows that C,(Zj*) _C a n Ei = C&T,). Since 1 C,(Z,*) 1 = 1 C,(ZJ 1, 
we have the desired contradiction. Hence 5 contains 6 and 6 = G*. Thus 
R n (& is G-invariant. 
Now C(R n Ei) is a D-group with respect to Zi and is a normal subgroup 
of $I = N(S2 n @). Since G C $, this implies that / 6 : C&R n &) 1 < 2. 
Since R n & = 1 by hypothesis, it follows that the elements of 
6 - C&R n Ei) invert R n Ei . But X E R n &; hence C(X) is a D-group 
with respect to Zi , 1 C*(X) : C(X) 1 = 2, and C*(X) contains 6. Since 
C*(X) contains a normal subgroup of index 2, we can apply Lemma 11.1(i) 
to conclude that N,.(X) c E; and the lemma follows. 
3 
LEMMA 11.5. Let $3 be an SD-subgroup of F(U), and assume that 
1)3C5~n~311,i=Oo~1.Set~X=O0,~(F(U)). 
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Then 
(i) I f  X G $ n $8, and X # I, then Csi(X) = Csi(Ei n Cp), and 
(ii) % = !K n Ei x X n 3,. 
Proof. Set si = E, n F(U). For any subgroup X # 1 of E’i n Q, 
$ = N(X) is a nonsolvable D-group with respect to Xi by virtue of Lemma 
11.3. We shall show that si n 5 ~0($5). Now O(5) G Ei by Lemma 6.7, 
and 8 n 3, # 1 by Lemma 11.3. Thus the image 5, of $ n Si in 5 = $/O(5) 
is nontrivial. I f  5 is isomorphic to A, , it follows from Lemmas 3.2(iv) and 
1.4 that the image Bi of $ n $ in 5 is trivial. Hence si n $ E O(B) in this 
case. So assume that -5 contains a normal subgroup G which is isomorphic to 
PSL(2, q), q odd. If  si $0(b), then its image si n b-7 in 5 does not cen- 
tralize 2. But then Lemma 3.3(ii) applied to 5 implies that an S,-subgroup 
of ki n 9 normalizes but does not centralize the S,.,-subgroup of 3, n 2 
for any prime r, contrary to the fact that Fi G F(U). ‘l’his proves the desired 
assertion. 
Suppose now that (i) is false, and choose X G $ n ?, of maximal order such 
that Ccr,(X) 1 C3,($ n $3). Set 9 = NQ,~(X). Since 3E C Ei n q, we have 
that X C ‘1) and C(y) G C,;(X). Since O(Q) 5 Ei ,3( n -!j centralizes O(5). 
by Lemma 1 .I. But 9J c si n 3, and hence Vj 5 O(a). Thus it follows that 
C,*(9j) = C-$), contrary to the choice of X. Thus (i) holds. 
To prove (ii), note that X E $ and % n t& cr si n $5. Then % n Ei c O(G). 
By Lemma 6.7, 5j n 3, is a subgroup of .$r n U and O(B) G & . By virtue 
of Lemma 1.1, $n q u $ n u. Hence (5 n .&) O(5) = 5 n 3, x Otsj). 
From this (ii) follows. 
LEMMA 11.6. Let 161 >4 and % =E,, i-0 or 1. Then C(Q is a 
D-group with respect to Zi 
Proof. Now E = Ei Q 91zi = N(Z,). Hence CR,(E) 4 ‘9$. But CBi(E) 
contains the &-subgroup Gi = G n ‘i& of ‘Xi. As 1 ‘G 1 > 4, 1 Gi 1 > 4. 
Hence N(Z,)/C(Z,) = %JC(Z,) is isomorphic to the symmetric group S, . 
7 But then the image of C,i(%) in %JC(+) is a normal subgroup containing an 
!&-subgroup. Hence kRni = C&i(E) C(&) = C,i(E) 6,6 = C,t(E) E. As !JIni 
is a D-group with respect to Xi , Csi(E) and hence C(E) = C(@) are D-groups 
with respect to Zi . 
LEMMA 11.7. Let T, be a characteristic subgroup of !$3 = O,(U) for some 
prime p E n-(F( U)). Suppose that 3 is either elementary of order p2 or extraspecial 
of order p3. Set ‘1u = 6U = C(T,) and set\lii, = ~EJ/ZX,(a). For i = 0 or 1, 
suppose that 
(ai) Si n D u 32 and 1 an Ei 1 = p. 
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Then the following conditions hold: 
(&) D is isomorphic to a subgroup of GL(2,p) in which the image 5i of U 
is normalized by the images ZO and iz, of 2, and 2, , respectively. zO and ‘& 
have order at most 2. In particular, thegenerator of & corresponds to a noncentral 
involution of GL(2, p). 
(rJ The subgroup ‘3 = NU(D n $) D is a subgroup of U containing 
W!,(D) and Bi; and U = %!& where ‘& is a cyclic subgroup of Si such that 
Yji/(gi n %) has order p OY order dividing (p - 1)/2 or (p + 1)/2. If p does 
not divide 1 U : % I, then either % = U or % = @M&(%). 
Remark. Inasmuch as these conditions play an important role in what 
follows, they will be designated by (ryi), (&), and (ri) without further reference 
to this lemma. 
Likewise, we shall preserve the notation for the subgroups introduced in 
this lemma. When (5 = E,, = Er ,3 = CI,, = 3, . Then we may take 9s = & 
and set jJ = I)a = ‘1)r . 
Proof. Since %/D(a) is elementary of order pz, it may be regarded as a 
2-dimensional vector space B over the field GF(p). Then B acts effectively 
on B and thus is isomorphic to a subgroup of GL(2, p). Since T) cC(T,), 
the groups Zi , i = 0, 1, have order at most 2. Let EJ3,, and %Jai correspond to 
the images of 3 n & and 9 n Z$ in a/D(%). Then !Bji , j = 1, 2, are the 
eigenspaces of %i . By (q), dim Q = dim 8si = 1. Thus Zi is represented 
by a noncentral involution of GL(2,p). This establishes (pi). 
To establish (n), we consider the image Ii of U in a. Take first the case 
that li is contained in a subgroup which satisfies the conditions of the group 
R in Lemma 3.4(i). Then a = &Ji, where a,, = C&(5$) is represented by 
diagonal matrices and a, is a normal p-subgroup of order at most p which is 
represented by triangular matrices. By Lemma 1.4, a, is contained in the 
image Ei of & in a. But D n Ei 4 Ei; hence Ei c ‘%. Thus the image % of % 
in i-i contains i-i, . Hence 1 U : % 1 = 1 5 : R 1 = 1 or p. Hence if 1 U : !Jl 1 
is not divisible by p, we obtain % = U. Since ‘8 I> ‘Ei, li = E$ . Hence & 
contains a cyclic subgroup 2~~ such that &/(gi n R7,) has order p. Thus (n) 
follows in this case. 
Now take the final case where U is contained in a subgroup R which satisfies 
the conditions of Lemma 3.4(ii). Then a = ii, x ai where &, is represented 
by scalar matrices and ii, by matrices of the form (3.1). Thus ii,, = C,(G); 
hence by Lemma 1.4, Ii,, coincides with the image E of (5 in a. In particular, 
Ii, EG z 3. On the other hand, ii, consists of elements which do not leave 
invariant the eigenspace %ri which corresponds to the image of the subgroup 
‘D n $ in D/D(%). Thus ‘?i? = E and % = KMZu(%). Furthermore, X 4 U 
and U/X is isomorphic to a,. Then Lemma 3.4(ii) implies that U/% is a 
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cyclic group of order dividing (p - I)/2 or (p + 1)/2. Since !I? = E, U = Y& . 
Thus it follows that 3, contains a cyclic subgroup ‘l)< such that ‘&/(‘& n !R) 
has order dividing (p ~-~ I)/2 or (p f  1)/2 and U = W& . Hence (ri) follows 
in this case, and the lemma is proved. 
The following important lemma lists the possibilities for the structure of 
U when it is regarded as a X,-invariant group for i == 0 or 1. 
LEMMA 11.8. One of the following cases holds. 
Case (a). Some nontrivial subgroup of Ei is an 6-invariant normal subgroup 
Of Il. 
Case (b). Si is a characteristic subgroup of II. 
Case (c). The Fitting subgroup F(U) of U is abelian and contains 3; as a 
normal subgroup of U. 
Case (d). For some prime p E n(F(U)), there exists a characteristic subgroup 
‘i) of !Q = O,(U) which is either elementary of order p2 or extraspecial of order p” 
and which satisfies (ai), (pi), and (yJ. Furthermore, [‘$, D] G Z(D) and, zf 52 
is set to be NU((p), then C,(D)/C,(\v) is a p-group. 
Remark. In the remainder of this section, we shall refer to these cases as 
Case (a), Case (b), etc., without further reference to this lemma. 
Proof. I f  Lemma 6.9(i) holds for some prime p E n(F(U)), then Case (d) 
follows as a consequence of Lemma 11.7. Therefore, consider that Lemma 
6.9(ii) holds for all primes in ?r(F(lI)). For p E v(F(U)), let 0, be a charact- 
eristic subgroup of ‘r, == O,(U) h c osen in accordance with Lemma 8.2 of [II]. 
Then DD, = Q,(K,) is the characteristic subgroup of $J determined in the 
proof of Lemma 6.9. Hence by Lemma 6.9(ii), either 3, s 3( or Z(D,) $ & . 
Assume %)1, G 3,; then Kp G Si as DD = Qr(K,). By Lemma 8.2 of [II], 
C,($,) & B,. Lemma 1.1 then implies that SJI n3, G Kn . Hence Kp 1 ‘v nSi. 
Consider first that for all primesp E rr(F(U)), D1, G 3,; then F(U) f~ 3, char 
F(U) char U. Hence Sii = C,,(F(U) n . J 1 7 c lar U. But as C,(cJ? f? Sji) G ‘J3 n 3, 
for allp E n(F(U)), 
C,&F(U) n q) = F(U) n Ri = F(U) n & . 
NOW 
Hence 
[F(U), R,] G F(U) n !a1 = F(U) n 3,. 
[F(U), Jii , .RJ = [Ri , F(U), $1 = 1. 
BY the three subgroups lemma [/6], [Ri, &, F(U)] = 1. But 
C,(F(U)) E F(U); hence [Ri , Hi] G F(U). Then Ai = &/F(U) n !& is 
abelian. But Lemma 1.1 implies that 3, c Jii . Hence the image 3, of 3, 
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in $ is a normal subgroup of Ri . As sii n F(U) = & n F(U), & is a normal 
subgroup of sii . By Lemma 1.1, si is a normal abelian subgroup of U. Hence 
3, E F(U) and 3( = F(U) n & char U. Thus Case (b) is obtained. 
Consider then that for some prime p E n(F(U)), 3 = a3, $ &. By Lem- 
ma 6.9(ii), Z(B) $ 3, . I f  Z(a) E Ei , Case (a) holds; so assume also that 
Z(a) $ $ . Then L emma 11.3 implies that sj = N(Z(a) n OJ is a D-group 
with respect to Zi . Lemmas 6.7 and 1.1 imply that 9 n 3, is a cyclic normal 
subgroup of 5 n U. In particular, 1 % n & 1 = p. If, additionally, 
j 3 n Ei / = p, then a is elementary of order p2 and (ai) holds. Then by 
Lemma 11.7, (pi) and (ri) hold. The remaining conditions of Case (d) for 
the subgroup % are a consequence of Lemma 6.9. Hence Case (d) holds. 
Consider finally that 1 3 n 3,I = p and ) T, n CEi / > p. Let Xi E D n Ei 
and Xi # 1. Suppose that 3i $ C(X,) so that there exists Y # 1 in .ci, but 
not in C(X,). Then Y normalizes D. Since / 3 n $1 > p and j 3 n Si / = p, 
(a n &) n (13 n Ei)’ # 1. Th us there exists X, E D n $ such that 
X,’ E % n (sli . Lemma 1.1 implies that Y E C(X,). But now Lemma 11.5(i) 
implies that C,i(X,) = C,*(X,) = Cc,i(Q n Ei). Since Y $ C(X,), we have 
a contradiction and conclude that 3, E C(X,). But C(X,) is a D-group with 
respect to Zi by Lemma 11.3. By Lemma 6.7, 3, is a cyclic group. Then by 
Lemma 1.1, & is a normal subgroup of U. As 3, is cyclic, si c F(U). 
As Xi is an arbitrary element of ‘p n & , Zp n si G C(‘$ n $) and 
Cp = ‘p n Ei x ‘p n & . Lemma 11.5(ii) then implies that F(U) = gi x si 
where Bi = F(U) n Qi . I f  si is abelian, then F(U) is abelian, and Case (c) 
holds. If  & is nonabelian, then [F(U), F(U)] = [& , &] is a characteristic 
subgroup of U contained in tEi and Case (a) holds. This proves the lemma. 
The following proposition describes the four cases for the structure of U 
which will be analyzed in the subsequent sections. They will be henceforth 
designated as Case A, Case B, Case C, and Case D without other reference. 
Case A leads to conditions of previous characterizations of PSL(2, q) and 
A,. The remaining cases are examined by arithmetical and character- 
theoretic arguments. The proposition is established by means of Lemmas 
11.9, 11.10, and 11.12 in conjunction with Lemma 11.8. In Lemmas 11.9 
and 11.10, Cases A and B are derived from Cases (a), (b), and (c). The 
remaining cases are derived in Lemma 11 .I2 from Case (d). 
PROPOSITION 18. One of the following cases holds. 
Case A. 
(i) E=Ea,=E,=l; m 
(ii) E = Ei C @ . Furthermore, either Ei = 1 or $ = U, i, j = 0, 1, 
i # .i. 
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Case R. 
(i) / 6 j = 4, and there exists in U a normal complement to a nontrivial 
G-invariant S-subgroup of E; or, 
(ii) 1 6 / = 8, 1 $ : (E. I = 3, Ej = E‘, 3 # 1, and U has a norma complement 
to an abelian G-invariant &-subgroup 9 for zuhich 
!p=~nn~~pnE~l, i,j -0, 1, i #.I; ’ or, 
(iii) / 6 / :- 4, C(@J is a D-group, i = 0, 1, and there exists a proper G- 
invariant normal subgroup U, of U such that U == U&5. 
Case C. FOY some prime p E a(F(U)), p = O,(U) contains an abelian 
characteristic subgroup n satisfjing the conditions (q), (pi), and (ri) of Lemma 
Il.7 for i = 0 or I. Furthermore, either 
(ii) @ = 1, and 
(1) ‘8 = Nll(a n Ei) = 3, = Ei x 3, j # i, 
(2) & and 3 aye cyclic, 
(3) j e;i 1 < / % n 3 ! = 1 3 1 = v, and / Ej 1 < (v + 1)/2. 
Case D. For some prime p E r(F(U)), ‘p = O,(U) contains an extraspecial 
characteristic subgroup ‘i3 satisfying the conditions (q), (pi), and (yi) of Lemma 
11.7 for both i = 0 and i = 1. Furthermore, either 
(i) (5 = E,, = E, , and 
(1) n 2 E, 
(2) In condition (~0, g/(l, n ‘8) is a nontrivial p’-group; OY 
(ii) E = 1, and 
(1) / (&j =p and Ei G D, i = 0 and i = 1, 
(2) XX(a) is the central product of D and the cyclicgroup C,(D), 
and C,,(D) E 3. 
(3) Let 2U =z GU = C(T,). Then m = !!B/MI,,(D) is a dihedral 
group of order 2c+1s where 2cs divides p - 1 OY p + 1, s odd. 
Furthermore, NVII(‘D n E,) = G*CU(a) where 6* is a dihedral 
subg,group of 6 containing 2, such that 1 G* / = 2b+1 with 
b=a-c+l>l. 
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LEMMA 11.9. Suppose that Case (a) holds for i = 0 OT i = 1. Thea either 
Case A or Case B holds. 
Proof. Consider that Case (a) holds with i = 0 for definiteness. Let it3 be 
an B-invariant normal subgroup of u contained in IE, . The proof is divided 
into two parts. In this first part, we consider that $5 = N(b) is a D-group 
with respect to Xj , j = 0 or 1. Lemma 6.7 implies that O(&) c QZj . Hence if 
j = 1, 23 is also contained in (5, . Thus for either j = 0 or I, 8 c E$ and U: 
is a D-group with respect to 5, . It suflices, therefore, to consider that & is a 
D-group with respect to 2, . 
Now sj contains C(T,) = GU and U # 1. Hence if $5 contains no normal 
subgroups of index 2, Proposition 2 yields an immediate contradiction. Thus 
it remains to consider that $j contains a normal subgroup of index 2. Then 
5 = ~lO(~~ is isomorphic to a subgroup of PfL(2, q) containing a normal 
subgroup 5, which is isomorphic to PGL(2, q). Let i%, E, etc., denote the 
images of the subgroups a, G;, etc., in 5. Then .$ = $,@ and 5, = 5, = 5 c 5, 
by Lemma 3.l(iii). Suppose that 5, = 1. As O(B) c $, 3, = 3 = 1. Hence 
u = (&,Z$ = a,. This means that Case A(ii) holds, since E0 # 1. 
So suppose that 5, f  1. In this case, & is isomorphic to PGL(2, q) with 
q > 9 by Lemma 3.l(iii). Let &s be a minimal normal nonsolvable subgroup 
of Jj. By Lemma 3.1(x;), &, is isomorphic to PSL(2, q). Then as q > 9, 
&, is simple by Lemma 3.l(ii). Hence [$e , O($i)] c &, n O(fi) = 1. Also 
we have that E&, is a D-subgroup of 5j such that gg,, = &. We set 
$jl = ~$5,. Let U, = &O($) n U. Then U, -~3 11, and U = Zr& as $j = $QE. 
As $j contains a normal subgroup of index 2, j G / > 4. As 5 is not isomorphic 
to A, , J$ is a nonexceptional nonsolvable ~-group,cont~ning 6; by Lemma 
11.3(i), C(&!J is a D-group with respect to 2, . Lemma 11.1(i) implies that 
@i = E. Hence Lemma 11.6 implies that C&) is a D-group with respect 
to Zr . We have obtained Case B(iii) or LI = U, . We may assume that the 
latter case holds. 
Thus we have that 5 = $,O($). By Lemma 3. I(iv), $jr n Ei = 1, i = 0, 1. 
As O(B) c E, , O(a) = a,. But then as 3, = 3, Z& = 3. Since 3s c &, and 
[$$, , O(fs)] = 1, U = E0 x 3. If  (E = 1, this implies @r = 1 and so Case A(ii) 
holds; thus we may assume @ g 1. Furthermore, if X is any nontrivial 
subgroup of E,, , C(X) 2 sj, . Hence N(X) is a nonsolvable D-group with 
respect to 2, . Also as &, is isomorphic to PsL(2, q), q > 9, N(X)/O(N(X)) is 
not isomorphic to A, by Lemma 3.2(vii). Hence N(X) is a nonexceptional 
D-group. In particular, this is true if X = a. As Lemma Il. l(i) implies that 
E1 = $ A E, = 5 n E = E, Lemma 11.6 implies that N(E) is also a 
D-group with respect to 2, . Thus when Z is any subgroup of (E, it follows 
from Lemma I I .3(i) that N(X) is also a D-group with respect to XX. It then 
follows from Lemma l l.l(ii-a) that N(X) n t&, = N(X) n E. 
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Suppose now that F&J n B ;+ I, and take X =- F(E,) n (2. Since F&J 
is nilpotent, N,(,q(Z) 3.X or 9 =: F(t&). We have just exctuded the first 
alternative. In the second case, N(F(~~)) := N(X) is a D-subgroup of Q 
containing C(T,) and no normal subgroups of index 2, which contradicts 
Proposition 2 since 11 $. 1. 
Hence we may assume that F{E,) n E = 1. Since u = @0 x 3 and 3 is 
abelian, F(U) = F(%,} x 3. As E -..: E, , F(U) n O;, = 1. As F(U) is d-inva- 
riant, it is Z&variant. Hence F(U) 2 3, . But C,{F(U)) c F(U) on the one 
hand; on the other hand, Lemma 1.1 implies that [F(U), S,] =: 1. Nence 
F(U) = 3, . Set Xl,, == 3, . Since Er -- E, U = Zr,@. As $j contains a normal 
subgroup of index 2, / G / >% 4, We have shown above that C($) is a D-group 
with respect to ri , i -= 0 and 1. Hence Case B(iii) holds. This completes 
the first part of the proof of this lemma. 
In the second part, we consider the alternative situation. Thus we may 
assume that N(B) is not a D-group for any G-invariant normal subgroup b 
of 1I which is contained in either (5-, or Ei because % was chosen as a subgroup 
of Q& as a matter of convenience. In particular, choose %? to be a minimal 
G-invariant normal subgroup of XI contained in B, . Then ‘ti is a p-group, 
and B E O,(U). Let $? be an E-invariant S,-subgroup of u containing It3. 
We claim that !$J c q . Indeed, if $ $ ~,i, then N(!Q n tQ is a nonsolvable 
D-group with respect to ‘5, by Lemma 11.3; but then C(B) is also a D-group 
by Lemma 11.3(i). ‘This contradiction forces !Q 5 tiO . 
By Lemma 6.8, N(‘$) is a D-group with respect to 2, . Since C(%} is not a 
D-group, Lemma 11.3(i) implies ttrat either N(p) is solvabIe or that N(‘$) 
is an exceptional D-group since 6 c N(‘p). In any cas.e, we obtain that 
; 6 / < 8. In particular, this implies that F, and E1 are G-invariant since 
E, = O(C(‘3,)) and Xi (1 5, i = 0, I. Then if Q is an G-invariant q-subgroup 
of 11, B n t& is G-invariant. Assume B to be an S,-subgroup of F(U), q #= p, 
forwhichQ3QnEi31,;==Oor l.Then~=N(Q~E~)isanonsol- 
vable D-group with respect to Ti by Lemma 11.3. But $J contains 6; since 
C(B) is not a D-group and 23 c $3, Lemmas I I .3(i) and 11.3(ii) imply that 
p == 3 and that “5 is exceptional. Then $ satisfies the conditions of Lemma 
1 l.l(ii-b). However, $j n Q n & $ 1; so j 3, n $j / # 3 as q f  3. This 
contradiction shows that Q cE$ or Q ~3, , and this is true for both i = 0 
and i = 1. In particular, 3, centralizes each of the S,-subgroups of O~,~(F(~)). 
As ‘i)3 c E. , [O,(U), Jo] = 1. Hence Z$, C_ Crt(F(U)) c F(U). 
Next we claim that J, = 3. Clearly this is the case if \ G i = 4. So suppose 
that 1 6 j = 8 and that &, 1% Rut 3 = &, n 3, by Lemma 1.5. Hence there 
exists an S,-subgroup Q of F(U) such that .Q c Er n is,. Let Q* be an G- 
iuvariant S,-subgroup of U containing Q. If  Q* 3 Q* n Ei 3 1, Lemma 11.3 
implies that N(Q) is a D-group. But Q is an G-invariant normal subgroup of 
U, which contradicts the basic assumption of this part of the proof. Hence 
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Q* c $. If  Q =: Q*, Lemma 6.8 implies that N(Q) is a D-group, which 
again is a contradiction. Hence Q* 3 Q 3 1. But as is, c F(U) and Q c &, 
Q=Q*nq.A~Q*c~,,Q*n~~=Q~n~.NowQ*ncE.-f:l since 
Q* = (Q* f? $0) (Q* f? 3) = (Q* n E) Q. Then by Lemma 11.2, q = 3 
and the structure of Q* is given by Lemma 11.2(ii). As Q* c (5, , q # p. 
Now first consider that Case (a) of Lemma 11.2(ii) holds; then Q := Q* A Z$, 
has order 3. As Q <3 2l, Q c Z(U). Since q f  p, Q E N(p). Lemma 6.8 
implies that N(?)) is a D-group with respect to ‘&. If  N(‘$) is solvable, then 
N(~)~O(N~~)) is isomorphic to PGL(2,3). Then U n N(p) = O(N(~)~. 
But O(N(Cp)) c $, by Lemma 6.7. Since Q = Q n 3, E U n N(?)), we 
have a contradiction. Hence N(?)) is a nonsolvable D-group with respect to 
2, which contains 6. By Lemma 11,3(i), C(a) is a D-group, which is a 
contradiction. 
Hence Case (b) of Lemma 11.2(E) holds. Then 1 Z(Q*) / =-I 3. Hence 
Z(Q*) s Q as Q 4 Q*. But by Lemma 6.8, N(Q*) is a D-group with respect 
to 2, . Then N(Z(Q*)) is also a D-group with respect to 5, , and N(Z(Q*)) 2 6. 
Since 8 G N@JZ(Q*)), p # 3, and C(a) is not a D-group, Lemma 11.3(ii) 
implies that N(Z(Q*)) is a solvable D-group. Thus 
tl n N(Z(a*)) = O(N(Z(Q*))) EEL. 
Then B E @,, n &, = O-. As p # q and q = 3, Lemma 11.2 implies that 
‘$ c (5. But then Lemma 6.8 implies that N(Fp) is a D-group with respect to 
both 5, and 2, . Hence N(q) is a nonsolvable D-group. Then Lemma 11.3(ii) 
implies that C(S) is a D-group, which is a contradiction. As a result there 
exists no S,-subgroup Q of F(U) which is contained in E, f’i “30. Hence 
3@ = 3. 
Therefore, the set 3 coincides with an G-invariant S-subgroup of F(U). 
Hence it is a normal subgroup of U by Lemma 1 .l. I f  1 G / = 4, set 
Us = 3. Then U = U&E. If (5 =T; 1, Case A(i) holds. If  (5 f  I, Case B(i) 
holds. 
Thuswemayassumethat!Bj =8.1f3=1,then~,=1andU=E0,. 
In this case, we obtain either Case A(i) or Case A(E) according as $, = 1 
or (E,, # 1. Henceforth we assume that f( f  1. We shall argue that Case B(ii) 
holds. Suppose first that ‘p f? @ = 1, Then as ‘$ c Es , ‘$J n @, = 1 and 
p ~3, - As 3 u U, Lemma 1.1 implies that f!& fi] = 1. But N(‘$) is a 
D-group with respect to 2, by Lemma 6.8. Since 3 c N(p), it is a nonsol- 
vable D-group which does not satisfy the conditions of Lemma ll,l(ii), 
Hence N( $3) is nonexceptional. Since B c N(y), Lemma 11.3(i) implies that 
C(a) is a D-group, which yields a contradiction. Hence !$J n % + 1, and 
y  satisfies the conditions of Lemma 11.2. 
If  9 c (5, then Lemma 6.8 implies that N(q) is a D-group with respect to 
both 2, and 2, . Hence N(‘$) is nonsolvable. If  N((13) is nonexceptional, 
481-7 
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Lemma 1 1.3(i) implies that C(‘H) . IS a n-group, which is a contradiction. 
Hence assume that N( $1;) is exceptional. Then the structure of N(*q) is given 
by Lemma I 1 .l(ii-h). In particular, Ei n N(r)) : (E: n N(q) ’ -7 3 for 
i : 0 or 1. But then as tv g E’, p # 3. l3 ence Lemma 1 1.3(i) again implies 
that C(8) is a D-group, which is a contradiction. Hence ‘$ has the structure 
given by Lemma 1!.2(ii). In particular, p 3. 
Suppose that Case (h) of 1,emma 1!.2(ii) holds. Then , Z(q) / := 3 and 
Z(P) s3,. I,emma 5.8 implies that N((P) is a D-group with respect to %a . 
Then N(Z(‘JJ)) is a D-group with respect to I, and N(Z(‘$)) 2 6. 
As O,(U) + 1 and 1 Z($$) =- 3, Z(Q) G O,(U). Hence 3 s N(Z(‘q)). Thus 
N(Z(‘@)) is nonsolvable and does not satisfy the conditions of Lemma 
1 I. l(ii-b). Since % G N(Z(‘l.J)), Lemma 1 1.3(i) implies that C(fH) is a D-group, 
which is a contradiction. 
Hence suppose that Case (a) of Lemma 1!.2(ii) holds. We first argue tlrat 
‘$J n E does not contain an elementary subgroup VI of order pS. Indeed, should 
this be the case, there exists a subgroup ‘U, of 41 of order p such that 
C,(X,)#l. AS qne==-*Unq, Lemma 11.3 implies that N(Q n E) 
is a D-group with respect to xl . As %a E ‘$ n (5, Lemma 1 1.3 also implies 
that R -~- C(X,) is a D-group with respect to I, _ Certainly ,S 2 A. 
Hence if 51 has a normal subgroup of index 2, Lemma 11.1(i) implies 
that W n E, =- R n O-. But 53 = ‘p n E x ‘$3 n 3, = ‘$i n O-, by Lemma 
1!.2(ii-a). Hence ‘v n 3, c J‘\, which yields a contradiction. Thus A has no 
normal subgroup of index 2, and its structure is described by Lemma 11.1 (ii). 
However, si n E,, 1 R n E; and this contradicts Case (a) of that lemma. 
But also R n J # 1, and this contradicts Case (b) of that lemma Hence we 
conclude that ‘@ n t? is cyclic. 
Thus $ =: $p n E x ‘@ n 3, is abelian. Lemma 1!.2(ii-a) implies that 
9 n 3, has order 3. Hence q/D(q) ‘.. 1 1~ e ementary of order 9. But then p 
does not admit 3’-automorphisms of odd order. Hence C,(q) =- Nn(cQ), and 
it follows from Burnside’s transfer theorem that $J has a normal complement 
II, = O,(U) in II. In order to establish Case B(ii), it remains to show that 
: O, : (5 j = 3 and ti = B, . Since E1 is G-invariant, E1 =- (E, n 3,) (E, n E,). 
But we have shown that 3: -z 3,. Hence 3, G St , and Et P 3, -:- 1. As 
6, n El = e, El - E. 
To show that / (5” : E / = 3, it suffices to show- that E,, n U,, = E n II, as 
e0 = ‘$(U, n (5,) = (v n 3,) ($J n a) (U, n E,,) and 9 n ZSI ~ = 3. SO 
assume that this is not the case. Then there exists an S-invariant S,.-suh- 
group $% of U, such that % n E,, 3 % n E. As Y # 3, Lemma 11.2 implies 
that % n E =: 1 . As @a is G-invariant, % n %a is It-invariant. Hence 
!R n Q, c 3, as % n 0 L= 1. At the beginning of this part of the proof, it was 
shown that any S,J-subgroup C of O,(F(U)) is contained either in E-, or 3, . 
Then by Lemma 1 .I, [% (7 @a , Q] == I. Now it is clear tlrat 
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O,~(F(U)) = F(U,). Hence ?R n (to G Cuo(F(U,)) G F(U,). As an S,.-sub- 
group of F(U,) is contained in (5, , it follows that !X n E,, is an S,-subgroup of 
F&J. NOW if %I ‘% n e,, Lemma 11.3 implies that N( !I? n $,) is a 
D-group; and, if R = % n E,, , Lemma 6.8 yields the same conclusion. How- 
ever, an S,-subgroup of F(U,) is an G-invariant normal subgroup of U. This 
contradicts the underlying assumption of this part of the proof. Consequently, 
(5s n U, = c4 n U, and / E,, : B 1 = 3. Hence Case B(ii) is established, and 
the lemma is proved. 
LEMMA 11.10. Suppose that one of Case (b) OY Case (c) holds for both 
i=Oandi= 1. ThenCaseAorCaseBholds. 
Proof. In both Cases (b) and (c), $ , i = 0, 1, is a normal abelian sub- 
group of U. Hence B$r is a nilpotent normal subgroup of U of class at most 2. 
Consider first the case that Z%& is a subgroup of an abelian characteristic 
subgroup ‘13 of U. In this case [U/B,, Zi] = 1, i = 0, 1; hence [U/B, 61 = 1. 
Thus U = 2% = %K$, = %YE, . Now suppose that there exists an G-invariant 
S,-subgroup Q of !B such that Q n $ # 1. Certainly if Q = L1 n Ei , 
B n & is G-invariant; if B # Q n Ei , Lemma 11.4 implies that G1 n @:i 
is G-invariant. As B char !B, Q 4 tI. Hence L1 n Ej Q Ei . But as %I is 
abelian, C(Q)? %; thus a n (si 4 U. Thus we have obtained an G-inva- 
riant normal subgroup of U which is contained in & . This is the situation of 
Case (a), and Lemma 11.9 implies that either Case A or Case B holds. It 
remains, therefore, to consider the case that $8 n Ej = 1, i = 0, 1. Then 
as U = %E, we obtain that E = B,, = E1 . Lemma 1.5 implies also that 
,7 = 3, = 3, = R Now if j G j = 4, we have Case A(i) or Case B(i) accord- 
ingas~=lor~#I.If~Gj>4and~=l,wehaveCaseA(i).If~G~>4 
and E # 1, then Lemma 11.6 implies that C($) is a D-group with respect to 
Zj , i = 0, 1. Hence we have Case B(iii). Thus the lemma follows if there 
exists a characteristic abelian subgroup !B of U containing 3&. 
We obtain such a characteristic abelian subgroup if Case (c) holds for 
i = 0 or 1 by taking ‘13 = F(U). I f  Case (b) holds for both i = 0 and 1 and 
Z$,Z$ is abelian, we again obtain such a subgroup by taking B = 3,& . 
Hence to prove the lemma, it remains to consider that Case (b) holds for 
both i = 0 and i = 1 and that ‘2) = 3,3, is a nilpotent characteristic sub- 
group of class 2. Consider the G-invariant normal series ‘1) 3 Jj 1 1, i = 0 
or 1. Then g/3, is a homomorphic image of 3, , J # i, i, j = 0, 1. Thus 
[g/Z%, Zj] = Zl/& and C 1),3,(2i) = 1. Set & = Ei n ‘I), i = 0 and 1. 
By Lemma 1.4(iv), %,&/3, = C,,,&) and thus gi 2 3, . In particular, 
Z$ = si x 3. But then [Sj, 3,] = [Si , ‘&I c [3j ,3,]. Since 9 is nilpotent 
of class 2, we obtain that 
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Hence as 3 2 [3, , -c(J = [Q, %!)I, 3 f  1. Thus as 2) is nonabelian, 3, z) 3 and 
3,3 3. Hence fii + 1 and Jj f  1. 
Now Sj is Gnvariant. Hence 3 .-= 3, n 3, is G-invariant. As gi is abelian, 3 
has a G-invariant complement in 2; since it is a direct factor. But this com- 
plement must be the ?i-invariant complement of J. Hence fi-, :: Ej n 3, 
is &invariant. 7>et ‘vi be a nontrivial G-invariant S,-subgroup of s;yi , and 
let ‘i, be an G-invariant S,,-subgroup of 21 containing $, , I f  $ n E f  I, 
Lemma I I.2 implies that p == 3 and that (41 n 0, +p IT @. In this case, 
&i is a 3’-subgroup. .Zs $2) is nonabelian, zi -,:“- 1. Hence by interchanging i 
and j, if necessary, we can always choose Q3, and il_r so that p -(t- 3, in which 
case ‘Q n @ == 1. Then as ‘$ n @j is rj-invariant, we have that 
Hence by Lemma 6.8, N(Qj) is a D-group with respect to 3,- . 
Since si =T= sJ x 3, J s Nf!$$). Hence N(~~)~O(N(~,~) is not isomorphic 
to PGL(2, 3) by Lemma 3. I(iii). Thus N(p,) is nonsolvable. As 3 c N(p& 
N(,$$) does not have the structure described in I,emma i 1. I (ii-b). Hence it is 
nonexceptional. Let P he any nontrivial subgroup of ‘vj , 13y Lemma 1 1.3 
N(X) is a D-group with respect to Xj . NOW X 5 E, CT 3,; hence 
N(X) =, (%, , %,> := 6. 
Also N(E) 13. Hence N(f)/O(N(X)) is not isomorphic to .‘I,. Hence we 
conclude from Lemma 1 I .1 that N(X) n & = N(X) r\ @. In particular, 
C(X) n zi :=: 1. But X and a:i are contained in ‘I,, which is nilpotent. As M 
is a p-group and .si n &! = I, we obtain that si is also a p-group. But now 
taking ~$3~ to be si , we may repeat the above argument with i and j inter- 
changed since we have determined that ‘8 n (2 .= 1. We conclude that 3-j 
is also a p-group. It also follows that 13, is an S,,-subgroup of Gi . 
As i3 cZ@), 3 c N(‘II,), ,l u lit h we have shown is a D-group, and it follows 
from Lemma 6.7 that 3 is cyclic. As C,(X) n & = 1 and C&E) 2% it 
follows that C, (X) = 3 for any nontrivial subgroup d of gj -: ‘J$ . In parti- 
cular, this imylies that 2Q)) = 3. Now let Y E gi and j 1- j -= p. Then 
S + [X, 1’1 is a homomorphism of gj into 3, Since I- 4 C(S) for X E ki 
and X ;it: I, this is an isomorphism; hence %j is cyclic. Since 
[P, 1-J ==: [X, Yp] :>= I, j sj j = p. Similarly, j sj ] = p. Thus ~$Z@l) is 
elementary of order p’ and Z(‘2,) is cyclic. Hence ‘1, is the central product of 
an extra special p-group of order p3 and a cyclic group. 
Suppose that U I) If. Then [ti&), Xi] == 1, i = 0, 1, as $3 =: 3,3, . Hence 
[@/!?j , 61 =:= I and II = ‘Q& As 3, + 3, , / (? 1 > 4. As N(‘$,) was shown 
to be a nonsolvable nonexceptional D-group with respect to Zj , we can 
apply Lemma 11.3(i) to N(tvj). But 5..j 7~: Ej n 9). Hence ‘~j <I (5: and 
Ej c N(?&). We conclude, therefore, that C(E,) is a D-group. By symmetry, 
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C($) is a D-group. Hence Case B(iii) holds. So finally suppose that U = ‘g. 
In this case, we obtain a contradiction since 3, = ‘pJ is not a characteristic 
subgroup of the central product of an extraspecial p-group of order p3 and 
a cyclic group. This completes the proof of the lemma. 
LEMMA I 1 .I 1. Suppose that Case (d) holds for i = 0 OY 1. Let 3 be a 
characteristic subgroup of $ = O,(F(U)) which satisfies the conditions (cQ), (pi), 
and (yJ, Set R = C,(a). Suppose neither Case A nor Case B holds. 
(i) The following conditions hold. 
(a) Z(B) n 3 # 1. 
(b) N(D n &) is a D-group with respect to Zi of characteristic q > 9. 
(c) C(&) is a D-group with respect to Zi . 
(ii) !f:fanE#l, thenE=C4,=Q,. 
(iii) If 1 2, n 3, 1 = pz, j = 0 OY 1, then the following conditions hold. 
(a) Sinq=l, 
(b) C(Q is a D-group with respect to Xj or (5 = 1. 
(c) E c 3,. 
Proof. For definiteness, assume i = 0 in the proof and set 8 = N(3) n C&J. 
(i) By (a,-,), 1 D n E,, 1 =p and D n 3, u 3. If  Z(a) _c$, i = 0 or 1, 
Case (a) holds. Lemma 11.9 then implies that Case A or Case B holds, against 
the hypothesis of this lemma. Hence if Z( 3) is cyclic, Z(D) G 3, n 3, = 3. 
Since Z(a) is cyclic if 2, is extraspecial, to establish condition (i-a), 
it suffices to consider that 3 is abelian. If  3 no# 1, then 
T)n~==nn~=r,n~,as~~~~andT,=Z(a)~~i,i=O,l. Then 
53 n 3, = [a, ,Zi] 5 [a, G]. Since D = T, n (5 x [53, G], [II,, G] is cyclic. 
Hence [a, ZJ = [D,, 61 and ‘D n 3, = 53 n 3, . As 3 = 3s n 3, , 
an~0=~n~=Z(X))n3#l.Hencesuppose Dnn=l.Inthiscase, 
Lemma 11.4 implies that XJ n &?r = 1. Hence 3 n 3, s 3, and 
a n & = ‘D n 3. This establishes (i-a). 
Lemma 11.3 implies that 9 is a D-group with respect to 2, . Suppose that 
5 = $/O&j) is isomorphic to A, . This forces G* = G n Cs(Tl) = 6 n .sj 
to have order 8. By Lemma 3.2(iv), if B* is the cyclic subgroup of order 4 
in the image 6* of 6* in 5, C@i*) = %*. Then by Lemma 1.4, 
C,(‘u*) _C (u*O(Js) where 2l* is the inverse image of ii2* in 6*. However, 
by Lemma 1.5, Cg(%*) 2% n 3. Since sj n 3 zZ(a) n 3 1 1 and since 
O(5) E&, by Lemma 6.7, C,$%*) $ %*O(~). This contradiction forces 5 
to be isomorphic to a subgroup of PrL(2, q) containing PSL(2, q). Since 
5 n 3 # 1, Lemma 3.l(iii) implies that q > 9. This establishes (i-b). 
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Since a n E, 4 @a , @a c 5. Because $I n 3 f  I, Lemma 11.3(i) implies 
that C(E,) is a D-group with respect to a, , and (i-c) follows. 
(ii) We may clearly- assume that / 6 1 :> 4. Suppose that ‘I) n E # 1. 
I f  ZJ is abelian, then / T, n 3 / = p and 1 3 1 7 pa. Since T, n (5 c 32 n tii , 
it follows that snE=~nr\i, i=O,l. Hence DnEaai. On the 
other hand, if D is extraspecial and D n El 3 T, n E’, then 1 % : 3) n E, 1 < p 
and % n Ei <i ai, i = 0, 1. Since Z(D) c 3, this is a contradiction. 
Therefore, D n E1 = D n (5 and (01~) is satisfied; also sj = N(‘D n Et,,) = 
N(% n (5) contains Ea and @i . Lemma 11.7 implies that ‘D satisfies (a,), (pi), 
and (ri) as well as (a,,), (PO), and (~a). Thus case (d) also holds for i = 1. 
By (i-b), $ is a a-group with respect to both iT, and 2, . Thus $ has no 
normal subgroups of index 2, and $ 2 G. By Lemma 1 l.l(ii), (5 = @a = E1 
or g/O($) is isomorphic to il, . But (i-b) eliminates the latter possibility. 
Hence (ii) follows. 
(iii) Suppose now that / T, n 3,I = pa; then % n 3, is noncyclic. 
Consider first that 3) is abelian. Then 1 5 1 = p2. Since 33 n go # 1, j = 1 
and ~s3,; so DnB=l. Hence Lemma 11.4 implies that 
6 G 5 = N(a n &a). Since 5 is not isomorphic to A, by (i-b), Lemma Il.2 
implies that sj n @i .= Jj n (5. Since R c 9, R n (5 = R n Ei . Thus, to 
establish (iii-a) when ‘D is abelian, we must show that R n (5 == 1. Suppose 
that this is not the case. Then as W u U, (5, c N(R n (5). As A n E E Eo, 
(i-c) implies that N(R n (5) is a D-group with respect to I, . Clearly 
6 E N(Si n E). As D n 3 g N(Si n E), Lemma 3.2(iv) implies that 
N(Si n E)/O(N(R n (5)) is not isomorphic to A,. Hence 
El = E, n N(R n cE) = cf n N(R n E) = E 
by Lemma 11.1. Then Lemma 11.6 implies that C(E) = C($) is a D-group 
with respect to %r . Hence C( R n @) is. a D-group with respect to ‘X1 . 
However, n &C(Sr n E) and 3) is a noncyclic subgroup of 3, . This con- 
tradicts Lemma 6.7. Hence St n E = R n E1 = 1 and (iii-a) follows when 
% is abelian. 
Suppose next that a is extraspecial. Then 1 D n 3, / = p2 and 
/ % n (s;j / == p, j = 0, 1. In particular, (ai) is valid for D. By Lemma 11.7 
(Bd and (n) 1 f  11 a so o ow. Thus Case (d) holds for i = 1 as well as for i = 0. 
Then (i-c) implies that C(@) is a D-group with respect to Sj , j = 0, 1. 
Hence if R n @$ # 1, C(J-~ n $) is a D-group with respect to Xj . However, 
a n ,7, cC(Ji n Q. Since I, n Z$ is noncyclic, Lemma 6.7 is contradicted. 
Hence R n $ = 1, and (iii-a) follows. 
Now we shall establish (iii-b). In the case that % is extraspecial, this was 
established in the previous paragraph. Hence assume that D is abelian and 
(5 # 1. As a n Et, # 1, % s 3, and thus j = 1. Suppose that C&r) is not 
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a D-group with respect to %i . Set 2l3 = 6U and 2 = X&a). Designate 
by \Z the group (m/Q. Since R n E1 = 1 and R = B n U, E1 is isomorphic 
to its image in B. By @,,), *%j may be identified with a subgroup of GL(2, p). 
The image 1, of 2, in ‘% is generated by a noncentral involution of GL(2, p). 
Since 2, s3, , the image 3, of %i is generated by a central involution of 
GL(2, p). Thus Ei = a by Lemma 1.4. 
We consider first the case that E1 is nonabelian. Then it follows that E1 
is a subgroup of the group described by Lemma 3.4(i). This group has a 
S,-subgroup $?* of order p which is inverted by 1, and centralized by 1, . 
A complement to $* is represented by diagonal matrices if the generator 
of 3s is represented by a diagonal matrix. Consequently, this complement is 
centralized by 6 = (3s , Q. Hence @i = Q*E since E = C,(G) by Lem- 
ma 1.4. Also p* = & n 5, . Since Ei is isomorphic to @i under the natural 
mapping of m onto B, the set C& n 3, maps isomorphically onto ‘Q*. Hence 
&r n 3, coincides with the normal S,-subgroup ‘p* of &Yr . In particular 
6 cm@*) but GQ C($.?*). H ence N(q*) has a normal subgroup of index 2. 
As ‘p* is not an G-invariant S,-subgroup of U, Lemma 11.3 implies that 
N((P*) is a nonsolvable D-group with respect to 2, . Then N( Is*) is non- 
exceptional; and, as (5, c N(y*), Lemma 11.3(i) implies that C&J is a 
D-group with respect to 2, . 
Hence consider that Er is abelian. Now E # 1. Let X be a nontrivial sub- 
group of (5. By (i-c), C(X) is a D-group with respect to 2, . Clearly G s C(X). 
As E$ is abelian, E1 “C(X). I f  C(X) is solvable, then C(X) has a normal sub- 
group of index 2 since 1 G 1 > 4, and consequently C(X)/O(C(X)) is isomor- 
phic to PGL(2, 3). Then by Lemma 11.1(i), Ei C& Thus Q, = t.5 and Lemma 
11.6 implies C(t.5,) is a D-group with respect to 2, . So consider that C(X) is 
nonsolvable. Then Lemma 11.3(ii) implies that C($) is a D-group with 
respect to either 2, or 2, or that C(X) is exceptional. I f  C(E,) is a D-group 
with respect to 2,, Lemma 6.7 implies that O(C(E,)) ~a, . Hence as &, 
is abelian, (X1 E O(C(E,)) c (5, . This forces Et = &? and C(E,) to be a D-group 
with respect to 2, by Lemma 11.6. 
Hence it remains only to eliminate the possibility that C(X) is an excep- 
tional D-group for each nontrivial subgroup X of (5;. I f  Er = &, Lemma 11.6 
implies that C&) is a D-group with respect to 2, . Hence we may suppose 
that Er3C5J11. Then we obtain that IE,n3,1=3, C(X)n3,=1, 
and 3 divides / (5 I. Also as G EC(X), 1 6 ( = 8. Now we shall determine 
the structure of a minimal nonsolvable normal subgroup 5 of 5. Since 
9 = N(a n @a) and XJ n tE,, E& , 5 has a normal subgroup of index 2. It 
follows from (i-b) that 4j has characteristic 4 > 9. Then Lemma Xl(xi) 
implies that 5 is isomorphic to PSL(2, q). Also 1 G n 5 1 = 4. As C(X) is 
an exceptional D-group, Lemma 3.2(vii) implies that 5 $ C(X) and thus that 
[X, $1 # 1. However, [$, O(G)] c 5 n O($j) = 1. As X is an arbitrary sub- 
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group of E, (5 n O(a) = 1, and E$ is a subgroup of 5 which is isomorphic 
to a subgroup of PE(2, q) containing PSL(2, q). Kloreover, by Lemma 3.3(i), 
C,(X) is isomorphic to PSL(2, r) where VI” = q and wz r= 1 X 1. On the other 
hand, as C(X) is exceptional, C(f),lO(C(.X)) is isomorphic to A, . Considering 
the subgroups of -4, which are isomorphic to a group PS'L(2, Y) (cf. Lemma 
3.2(vii)), WC see that C,(S) is isomorphic to either PSL(2, 3) or PSL(2, 5) 
since 1 G n .5 1 = 4. 
Inasmuch as this is true for all nontrivial subgroups X of E, nz = ; E 1 is a 
prime. But 3 divides 1 E i; so m = Q ~ = 3. Then E, is elementary of order 9, 
and 5 is. isomorphic to PSL(2, 3") or PSL(2, 5"). 
Also as C(0) is exceptional and 1 E 1 = 3, C(E) is isomorphic to the perfect 
central extension of .-I, . In this cast, an S,-subgroup 9, of C(E) is an extra- 
special group of order 3:‘. ‘I’hen as E = Z(\il,), it also follows that v1 is an 
S,-subgroup of 6. However, PSL(2, 3”) has an elementary subgroup of 
order 3” by I,emma 3.l(vi), and the secondary subgroup of PSL(2, 5") has 
order 126 and contains a cyclic subgroup of order 9. This contradicts the 
structure of ‘$r . Thus WC have derived a contradiction in the case that C(X) 
is an exceptional I&group for each nontrivial subgroup x of (5-. This completes 
the proof of (iii-b). 
It renrains to establish (iii-c). 1Ve assume, therefore, that E Q 5. Then as 
!A ~‘1 51% and si n 0, == 1, the image of .RD n E in Rn/W is isomorphic to 
both 51%~ n E and 3 n (5. Hence ~5 $ $1~. WC have set f!  := W,,,(S), where 
‘E =: GU. It follolvs that the image E of&Y in SB ~= Y!u/” is nontrivial. By (PO), 
tile image T,, of ‘Z,) in % is generated by a noncentral involution of G1,(2, p) 
when % is identified with a subgroup of GL(2, p). By Lemma 3.4 the image 
Ii of ?I in $U is either an abclian p’-group or a group with an abelian comple- 
ment to a normal S,,-subgroup \5;* of order p, which is inverted by %,, . -- 
Now G,, :m [G, z] is a normal subgroup of n such that B =m ll,E since 
E =~ C,(G) by Lemma 1.4. If  G is abciian, fi, is a normal complement to 
- - 
E If ti is nonabelian, the same result holds since 9” = [Q*, 2,] c [U, 61 and 
G/F’” is abelian. Let II,, be the in\~crse image of ti, in 11. ‘Then II, is an G-inva- 
riant normal subgroup of U such that u rm 11,~. Furthermore, as a,, n E = 1, 
II, n ti G RD. Hence II,, n E 3 n E is a p-group. On the other hand, 
E/(11,, n e) is a p’-group since U/Z&, is a p’group. Hence II, is a normal 
complement to an S,+subgroup of K Thus if ~ G 1 = 4, Case B(i) holds in 
contradiction to our hypothesis. 
Therefore, consider that 6 / :-, 4. \Vc claim that / 3 n 3, 1 = pS. Indeed, 
if 3 is ahelian, this is the case since 2 n $, f  1 and j a n 3, j p” for 
j = 0 or I. I f  2 is extraspecial, certainly P $ 3, . But Z(D) G 3, by (i-a). Hence 
if ) ?, n 3, / # ~2, 5 n 3, = Z(n) ~ D(Z). But then [P/D(a), Ti] = 1; 
hence lP, ‘IJ =: 1 and 3 c (5-,. In particular, Z(a) c E1 . This is a contra- 
diction; hence 1 3 n 3, 1 =-f‘“. Then by (iii-b) with j =: 1, it fol!ovvs that 
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C($) is a D-group with respect to 5, . By (i-b) C&J is a D-group with 
respect to 2,. This yields the contradiction that Case B(iii) holds. Hence we 
conclude finally that (5 G a to prove the lemma. 
LEMMA 11.12. Suppose that Case (d) holds for i = 0 or 1. Then Case A, 
Case B, Case C, or Case D holds. 
Proof. Suppose for definiteness that Case (d) holds for i = 0. Let D be a 
characteristic subgroup of 1, = O,(F(U)) which satisfies (a,,), (/I,,), and (y,,). 
Suppose that neither Case A nor Case B holds. 
Consider first that a is abelian. We shall establish Case C. If  D n E # I, 
Lemma 11.1 l(ii) implies that E = Es = a, . Hence Case C(i) is established. 
So consider that ZI) n ~5 = 1. As D = 3 n E,, x D n 3 = 51 n 3, , 
1 ‘D n 3, 1 = p*. Thus it follows from Lemma ll.ll(iii-c) that (5 = 1. We 
wish to establish conditions (I), (2), and (3) of Case C(ii). Lemma 11.4 
implies that 2, n E, and thus % = Nn(D n E,,) are G-invariant. Lemma 11.4 
also implies that % n Ei = 1. Hence % G 3, . In particular, R n Ei = 1, 
where si = C,(D). Lemma 1.1 implies that 3, E R. Since 52 G 8, !II = 52 = &. 
As E,, E % and % = 3, is abelian, ?R = E,, x 3. Thus condition (1) is obtained. 
To obtain (2), note first that Lemmas ll.ll(i-b) and 6.7 imply that 
3 = NgO(D A E,,) is cyclic. So assume that E0 is noncyclic. I f  U = ‘%, then 
U = 3, and Ei = 1. Then as (5, 2 Z, n E,, I) 1, Case A(ii) is obtained in 
contradiction to our assumption. Hence U r) %. Let !I& be the cyclic subgroup 
of so described in (y,,). Let X be an element of I)s not in %. Now @’ = %, 
Q, is noncyclic, and 3 is cyclic; hence E, n Eox # 1. Thus there exists 
Y E (5” such that Yx E E0 . Lemma 1.1 then implies that X E C(Y). Lemma 
Il.ll(i-c) implies that C(Y) is a D-group with respect to 2, . As Y E 3, , 
C(Y)+ 2,) but C*(Y)? (x0, 2,) = 6. Hence 1 C*(Y) : C(Y) j = 2 and 
C*(Y) is a D-group with respect to 2, containing a normal subgroup of 
index 2. By Lemma 11.1, C*(Y) n E1 E (5 = 1. Thus C,,(Y) G 3, . But 
X E C,(Y) n 3, ~3, n 3, = 3. On the other hand, X 4 % and % ~3. 
This contradiction forces &, to be cyclic, and (2) follows. 
Finally, consider that j E,, j > z, = 1 ‘% n 3, / = / 3 I. Then a nontrivial 
subgroup of E,, is characteristic in U. Hence U satisfies Case (a) for i = 0, 
and Case A or Case B follows by virtue of Lemma 11.9. Since this contradicts 
our assumption, we have that / E,, I < V. Now j E1 I = 1 U/3,1 = 1 U/.ci j. 
But condition (p,) and Lemma 3.4 imply that / U/R I has order p or order 
dividing @J + 1)/2 or ($ - 1)/2. Hence / E, / < (V + 1)/2 or I E1 1 = p and 
ZI = p. In the latter case, U is an extraspecial p-group of order p3 and con- 
sequently contains no characteristic subgroup of order p2. Since 3 char U, 
this case cannot occur, and (3) is obtained. Thus Case C(ii) holds when 
% is abelian. 
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Now consider that 3 is extraspecial. We shall establish Case D. It follows 
that j I, n 3, / = p” from (01~). Note that H = Cl,(%) is contained in 3, 
by Lemma 11.1 I(iii-a). But also R c 5 == N(B n go), which is a D-group 
with respect to 2, by Lemma 11.1 I (i-b). H ence R is cyclic by Lemma 6.7. 
Thus RD is the central product of a and the cyclic group si. 
Let Q1 be an G-invariant S,,-subgroup of U. We shall show that Q1 = ‘p, 
where Cp :-= O,(U), and that ‘p c R3). We first discuss the structure of 9. 
By Lemma 11.8, [‘u, 21 sZ(D). Thus as D is extraspecial, $ induces only 
inner automorphisms on 2. Hence ‘$ = %X,(n), and 9 is an S,-subgroup of 
RTI. Let ?j& be the image of ‘& in ‘LL = U/r! where \W = 6U and 
L! = DC,,(a). It follows from (PO) and Lemma 3.4 that 9, has order at most p 
and is inverted by the image 2, of 2, in a. Hence ‘& =m: \@(\J, n 3,). Con- 
sider the group 9lt _ $$R’D. Since !J.$ n R% ==m v, 9X = (p, n 3,) RD. 
Hence O,QJl) = O,,(R33) = O,,(a) ~3, . But then [\p, n So , O,JR)] = 1 
by Lemma I .I. Hence as [a, O,,(R)] = 1, 9.R = $I x 0,@1). Hut by 
Lemma 3.4, Q, is a normal subgroup of the image li of U in ‘1u. Hence 
m = q3,e n u c: 11. But then $, -‘1 11 as y1 = O,,(W). Hence $3, == ‘4 = 
O,(U). Since we have shown that ‘4 E Ri’cI, the desired result is established. 
n’ow consider iirst that I, n E # I. Then (5- = E0 = El by Lemma 
11 .l l(ii). Also Lemma 11. I l(iii-c) implies that F ?E. Thus condition (1) 
of Case D(i) holds. Since 91 == ‘DNn(% n E,), YL contains !&a. By the previ- 
ous paragraph, % contains an S,-subgroup of U. Hence in condition (ri), 
Yj/(2J n 91) is a $-group. If  9j = y1 n ‘7L, U %. But then 1 11 : ‘JL j is not 
divisible by p. Hence by (rj), % :: RI, as E c D. Thus 11 is the central 
product R9, and this implies that 3, - R(% n J,) 4 II. But asC4 := E, = $, 
Lemma 1.5 implies 3 = J, . Hence 3 is a normal complement to Q. 
If  1 6 1 = 4, we obtain Case B(i) as E = 3 n E -# 1; if ~ 6 / > 4, we obtain 
Case B(iii) as C(E) = C&.) is a D-group with respect to & by Lemma 11.6. 
But this contradicts our assumption. Hence U # !l1, and YJ/(g n $31) is a 
nontrivial p’-group. Thus condition (2) of Case D(i) follows, and Case D(i) 
is established. 
Consider now that % n E = 1. We shall establish Case D(ii). It follows 
from Lemma 1 I. 1 I (iii-c) that E = 1. Because 3 is nonabelian, n $ 3, . 
Hence by Lemma 11 .l l(i-a), Z(D) 2 %? n 3, C ‘D. But if Z(a) = JJ n & , 
[%/D(D), 2,] = 1. Then [%, 2,] = 1 and 3 E$ , which is not the case. 
Thus 1 n n 3, / = p’ and j T, n E1 1 = p. Thus (01~) holds for 3 as well as 
(a&. Lemma 11.7 implies that (&) and (rl) also hold. Hence ‘I, now satisfies 
the same conditions relative to i :-- 1 as it does relative to i -= 0. In particular, 
R &J,, n 3, = 3. Since we have shown that fi is cyclic and A% is the central 
product of R and D,, condition (2) of Case D(ii) follows. 
i\;ext we establish (1). It suffices to show that the image Ei of E$ in n =T \lu/l! 
is trivial for both i == 0 and i = I since then E;i G L’ n U .= RD. This forces 
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f& c a since r& = & n RX) = ($ n rD) (Ei n R) = Ei n 3). Because of 
the symmetry of the conditions on % relative to i = 0 and i = 1, it 
suffices to show that Es = 1. So assume the contrary. Because RD contains 
an S,-subgroup of U, the image 8 of U in (Ii3 is a $-group. By (pi), i = 0, 1, 
II is isomorphic to a subgroup of GL(2, p) which is normalized by the images 
of 2, and Xi and hence by the image G of 6. By Lemma 3.4, a is abelian 
since it is a $-group. By Lemma 1.4, C,(G) is the image of (5.. Hence 
C&F) = 1. In particular, Ii, when considered as a subgroup of GL(2,p), 
contains no scalar transformations. Hence by Lemma 3.4, a is cyclic; thus 
~=~O.Alsoas~=l,&,=l. 
We shall next show that E0 ~3, . Since Cs: = 1, this will follow when we 
show that E,, is G-invariant and thus X,-invariant. Let 5 be an G-invariant 
S,,-subgroup of U. Since B, = 1, (5, c 3. Thus @I is a p-group and 
5 nq= 1. Hence 5ss1, and 5 is abelian. But then by Lemma 11.4, 
&, = 5 n E,, is G-invariant. Since Es # 1 and a = E0 is ap’-group, 3s # 1. 
By Lemma 1 l.ll(i-c), 5 = N(g,,) is a D-group with respect to 2, . Since 
a = E,, ,3 E 2 n U = RD. As ‘D n 3 = Z(D), R = 3. But R is normalized 
by &, and &, c 3,; hence Lemma 1.1 implies that 3 E 5. Then by Lemmas 
3.l(iii) and 3.2(iv), 5 is a D-group of characteristic 4 > 9. Hence by Lemma 
3.l(xi), 5 contains a minimal normal nonsolvable subgroup $,, which is 
isomorphic to PSL(2, q). Since &, 4 6, [go, .&,I = 1. Since 5s ~3,) 
G, = C,(&,) is a subgroup of index 2 in G = N&&J; clearly G, 2 2,. 
Thus Ca,(T,) = 6,s. 
On the other hand, I, = N(a n (Es) is also a D-group with respect to 2,) 
and 6 has characteristic q. > 9 by Lemma 11.1 l(i-b). As 3 n (5, Q (&, , 
5 ~(5~ 2 5s . By Lemma 3.l(xi), $ contains a minimal normal nonsolvable 
subgroup J&, isomorphic to PSL(2, q,,). Then [O(a), sj,] c so n O(5) = 1. 
Hence 4j, cC(n n Q. Let 6* = 5 n 6, and 6,* = &, n 6. We may 
assume 6* C 6 as otherwise E0 = &,(a n E,,) is G-invariant. Then as $j 
is a D-group with respect to 2,) it follows that 6 3 6,* 2 2,. Thus 
6,* E 6, since 6, is the unique maximal subgroup of G containing Z, . 
But then Csjo(T1) = 6,*X Hence ] Cgo(T,) : CB,(T,) 1 is a power of 2. But 
also &,E, is a subgroup of sj of index at most 2 by Lemma 3.7. Lemma 3.3(i) 
then implies that C50(&,) is a D-subgroup of .$, . But C80(&,) contains 
CgO(T,) n &, = SJ n $5, = 6,*3 = CBO(T,). Hence by Lemma 3.l(iii), 
.sj, and C50(&) have the same order. Thus &s z C(&,). Since C(&,)/&, has 
odd order, $5, s 5,. But now Lemma 3.1(x) implies that 1 CgO(Z’,) : CsO(T,) 1 
is not a positive power of 2. Hence CgO(T,) = CBO(T,). This forces 6, = G,*. 
Thus 6, = 6,* is contained in fis and hence in C(%, n a,). Since 
E,, = (3 n EJ g,, , E, c C,( S,) 2 CT&&,) = E, . Hence E0 = Cu(S,). As 
6, 4 6, E,, is B-invariant, which contradicts the assumption that 6* C 6. 
Thus G* = G and E,, ~3 1' 
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Now we complete the proof of (1). The image E,, of $, in 3 is inverted by 
the image %r of T, . Lemma 3.4 then implies that E0 does not leave invariant 
the eigenspaces of Z, as it acts on a/D(%). But one of these spaces is 
(3 n sr) D(%)/D(B) - (% n a,,) D(%)/D(%). Since 3 n E0 ~3 Q, and 
D(a) = Z(n) 4 U, E0 leaves this space invariant. This contradiction forces 
E0 = 1. Thus (1) is established. 
To prove (3), note first that !&a contains an S,-subgroup of 21. Hence 
$?!lj = ‘B/p is a p’-group. Let 91 be the maximal cyclic subgroup of 5 contain- 
ing T, and let B he its image in \z. Then 1 a : BG / m-7 2. Since 
Ea G 3 ~2, 2, inverts (TiIi. Thus by Lemma 3.4(ii), ?iIi is cyclic of order 
dividingp ~- 1 or p i 1. AVso Lemma 3.4(ii) implies that the only subgroup 
of iiiIi leaving the eigenspaces of the generator of %a on n/D(%) is the sub- 
group a* of order 2. If  1 \%I i = 2’+‘s where s = ~ 8 ~, then 1 %a : -= 2”s. 
Let %* be the inverse image of %* in 21. Let ‘U,* =C,t(%). Then 
1 \u* : ‘u,* / = 2. Let S* = (‘II*, 1,). Then 0 a** is a dihedral subgroup of 6 
of order 2b+1 where 1 X* j = 2b. Since B = %/‘u,,*, we obtain c =x: a ~~ (b - 1). 
SinceT,~‘U,*and~‘U,*~=2b~1,b~1~~Oandb=~~u---c+l~,~1.It 
remains to show that N&a n (2”) = G*R. Because of the action of Ba on 
a/D(%) described above, it follows that N&(D n $,) D(B)) := G*Si. But 
(a n EO) D(a) is an elementary group of order p” on which 3*/%,* acts 
faithfully. Xow sVj\(I,* is a four group. Since ‘0 n E0 and D(D) are the inva- 
riant subgroups for the subgroup ~,‘2l,*/‘ll a*, they are the invariant subgroups 
for G*/?I,* and hence for 6*R. Thus N,(rD ne,) = S*Si. Hence (3) is 
established and Case D(ii) follows. This proves Lemma 11.12. 
As we mentioned previously, Lemmas 1 I 8, 1 1.9, 1 I. 10, and 1 I. 12 together 
imply Proposition 18. 
12. ELIMINATION OF CASE D 
In this section, we shall eliminate Case D by deriving arithmetic contra- 
dictions using a formula for the order of 6 given by character theory. The 
specific formula we need is (2.22) which we repeat here. 
This is obtained by using a character of the form ~(h, CL)* given by (2.15) in 
(67) of [14]. These characters always exist when j 6 / > 4 and we choose the 
special classes to be formed of the elements of 2tU - U. Thus it remains to 
establish (12. I) only in Case D(i) of Proposition 18 when 1 6 1 = 4. In this 
case, 6 = 2,) % 1 (Z’,), e, = e, = 1 and II = $K$ where p is a normal 
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SO-subgroup of U containing (5. The following lemma will allow us to take 
the classes of C( 7’r) obtained from the elements of 2lIu - ‘$ as special classes. 
LEMMA 12.1. Let U have the structure of Case D(i) of Proposition 18. 
Then the following conditions hold. 
(i) If X E U - VP, then C(X) c C(T,). 
(ii) If X, and X, are in U - ‘p and are conjugate in 0, they are conjugate 
in C(T,). 
Proof. Let si be an 6-invariant S,f-subgroup of LI. Since U = $K5, 
R s 3. Let 3E be a nonempty subset of R#. We shall show that N(3E) c C( TJ. 
Because 3E E 3, Lemma 1.5 implies that ‘u E C(E). Hence 6 c C*(X) c N(X). 
It is an easy application of Lemma 2.1 to show that N(x) has a normal 2-com- 
plement 1132. Then VI1 is %,,-invariant and admits the &-decomposition 
‘92 = !JJq&m, . As A is abelian R s %Rm, = !JR n U. Since Z(9) _cS by 
Proposition 18, Lemma 1.1 implies that [R, Z(D)] = 1. Hence also Z(a) s ‘9&. 
Now Lemma 6.3 implies that a %,-invariant &,-subgroup R, of ‘EQ is con- 
tained in ‘Q , for i = 1,2, or 3. But as Z(a) s 3,Z( 3) $ ‘9J& , i = 2,3. Hence 
R, c!& . Thus as !JJ& = (si, RJ, Lemma 6.3 also implies that the &,-sub- 
group 52 of U is an S-subgroup of (sj. But each !JJ$, i = 1, 2, 3, is contained 
in a conjugate of U. Hence m = mm, and N(x) _C C(T,). 
To prove (i), let X = YZ = ZY where Y is the p’-component of X and 2 
is the p-component of X. Then C(X) c C(Y). We may replace X by a con- 
jugate in U so that Y E R. Then take X = (Y) to obtain that 
C(X) c C( Y) = C(X) c C( TJ. 
To prove (ii), let Xi = YiZi = ZiYi where Y, is the p’-component of Xi 
and Zi is the p-component of Xi , i = 1, 2. Then Yr and Ya are conjugate 
in 8. We may suppose that Yr is in R. Then there exists Hr E U such that 
Yp E R. But then Yr and Y3 are conjugate in (5; as R is an abelian S- 
subgroup of 8, a well-known result of Burnside implies that they are 
conjugate in N(g). Taking X = fi#, we have that N(R) _C C(T,). Hence 
there exists H, E C(T,) such that Yr = YpHz. But X1 = XaG with G E 6. 
Hence Yr = Ya’. Thus H,H,G-l E C(Ya). But by (i), C(Y,) 5 C(T,). 
Hence G E C(T,). This proves (ii). 
Since Lemma 26 of l-141 implies that the elements of ‘%Iu - U can be taken to 
form special classes, it follows now from Lemma 12.1 that the elements of 
‘UU - !$ can be taken to form special classes in Case D(i). Because tE E !@ and 
q is E-invariant, %uU/Q is inverted by any involution of 6 - ‘u. In particular, 
‘%U/!Q is abelian; thus there exists a nontrivial linear character X of VlIu 
whose kernel contains 2l$J. Let 1 and $r be the linear characters of 
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C(T,) 7. GU whose kernel is XU and let h # be the irreducible character of 
C( T,) of degree 2 induced by A as in Section 2. Set 
q(h) x 1 + 4, ~ A# (12.2) 
as in (2.8). Then n(h) vanishes outside of ‘UU - $Q. The orthogonality rela- 
tions (2.3) hold for the generalized characters which vanish outside 
of ‘UU - ?& This set includes the generalized characters [(A+) which 
form a basis for the subspace Ag(D), where D = %I[ -.. 21. Thus we may 
use the orthogonality relations (2.3) and the Frobenius reciprocity law to 
obtain the decomposition into irreducible characters 
r)(h)* = 1 + 6,x, -- 6,A (12.3) 
where x1 = xI1 is given in (2.14). By (2.1), ?(A)*( T,) _ q(A) (T,). But 
Tr E ‘u; so +r( T,) = 1 and A#( T,) = 2. Thus #)*(T,) = 0 by (12.2). 
By Lemma 2.12, x1( T,) = 6, . Thus 
,‘l(T,) 26, . (12.4) 
With (12.4) and (2.19), we obtain (12.1) using (67) of [ 141 with c(p) replaced 
by +V. 
LEMMA 12.2. In Case D, g / 8 ( satisjies 
(12.5) 
where 6, ~7 &- I rind t divides (q, -1 e,)/2. 
Proof. It follows from (2.23) that fi = 2”+lr + 6, . Substituting in (12.1), 
we obtain 
g = 2U--1u3e,e,e(e, + e1)2 (2’+‘r + 8,) (2”r + Q/Y’. (12.6) 
It follows from Lemma 6.4 that n(U) G q . Hence by Lemma 6.3, C(TJ 
is an S-subgroup of (li. Now / C(T,) / = 2a+1ee0elu by [24; Beispiel (3.1)]. 
Hence 
/ 8 : C(T) ~ = uz(eo + el)” (2n+1r + 6,) (2”r + Q/4@ (12.6) 
is an odd integer prime to U. This is possible only if Y  = ut and t divides 
(es -+ eJ2. Substituting r = ut in (12.6), (12.5) immediately follows. 
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PROPOSITION 19. Case D does not hold. 
Proof. Consider Case D(i). Set 8 = N(% n E) and % = (8 n U) 3. 
Then 8 2 G and B is a D-group with respect to 2, and 2, by Lemma 11.3, 
and O(B) GE by Lemma 6.7. Since E = E,, = Ei, a/O($) is isomorphic 
to a subgroup of PrL(2, 9) containing PSL(2, q). Set v  = 1 5 n 3 /. It 
follows from Proposition 18 that 
Thus u = j 3 ( = ups, where s divides (p + 1)/2 or (p - 1)/Z, by Lemma 
11.7. It follows from Lemma 3.1 (i) that 
h = ) $ ) = 2a+1ve(2a+1v + S) (2% + S) (12.8) 
where 6 = -+ 1 and 2”flo + S is a power of a prime. Setting ee = e, = 1 
in (12.5) we obtain 
_g = ps(2a”uPs + Sl) (2avPs + Q 
h (2a’lv f 6) (2% + S) 
(12.9) 
is an integer. 
Since 2a+1v -+ S is a prime power, it follows from (12.9) that it either 
divides 2a+1vp~ + 6, , 2?@ + 6, , or ps. But the last alternative is not 
possible, since p 1 v  implies (p, 2 a+1~ + 6) = 1, and since s < (p + 1)/2. 
From the first two alternatives it follows that for some integer 5 
((2a+‘v + 6) = pss - es, (12.10) 
where E = 1 or 2. Since p divides V, & < s < (p + 1)/2. Now (12.10) implies 
that p divides [S + eS1 . When p > 3, the above inequality forces e = E and 
S, = - 6. But this is impossible since ps is odd and 2a+1 >, 4. When p = 3, 
s = 1 as s is odd. Hence (12.10) yields a contradiction. This eliminates 
Case D(i). 
Consider Case D(ii). Set now $j = N(~D n CEO). By Lemma 11.3, sj is a 
D-group with respect to 2,. Set !I0 = GU. Let 6* = NG(a n CEO) as des- 
cribed in condition (3) of Case D(ii). Since / G* 1 = 2b+1 and b > 1, 6* is 
nonabelian. Thus Z(G*) is the center of any dihedral 2-group % con- 
taining G*. As Z( G*) = (T,), ‘% c C( Tl). Thus an &-subgroup of 3 
containing 6* is contained in C(T,). Then 6* is an &-subgroup of 51. 
Since I G* : C,.(D n eO) 1 = 2, $ contains a normal subgroup of index 2. 
Thus B/O($) is isomorphic to a subgroup of PI’L(2, q) containing PGL(2, q). 
By Lemma 3.3(i), since E = 1, a/O($) is isomorphic to PGL(2, q). Set 
v=I$r\3,1. Then 
h = / sj 1 = 2b+1ve,(2bv + 6) (2b-1w + S) (12.11) 
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where S = & 1 and 2% + S is a prime power. By Proposition 18 
1 C( T,) = 2” ’ ‘ve,,qs = 2” + ‘vp”s (12.12) 
where 2’s divides p 1 or p + 1 and c _= a ~~ (, + I. Furthermore, as 
e, = e, = p, it follows from (I 2.5) that 2p = e, -in e, - 2t since 1 @J : C(1’,) 1 
is prime to p. Since 2~ 3 i sv, (12.5) reduces to 
R 2~“sVpz(2”+rsVp -;- 6,) (2%Yp -1. 6,). (12.13) 
Hence 
‘7 2’z+sp(20 “57’/) 1 S,) (2”sqJ S]) 
h (207’ 8) (2” -17) q---- 
(12.14) 
Because p divides ZJ and s < p, the prime power 2% ~jm S does not divide SF. 
Thus it divides one of the other two relatively prime factors in the numerator 
of (12.14). Then corresponding to (12.10), we now obtain for some integer E 
[(2”7) I 6) :: p ‘It l-cspS - 6, , (12.15) 
where c = 0 or 1 _ No\r- 2” ‘, ’ is 7 2% < p + I by Condition (3) of Case 
D(ii). Since p divides 0. we obtain from (12.15) that 
But b > 1 by condition (3) of Case D(ii). Hence we obtain 
(12.16) 
(12.17) 
as ‘u > p p 3. On the other hand, it follows from (12.15) that &S + 6, is 
divisible by p. Hence from (12. I7), @ + 6, := 0. But now (12.15) yields that 
5 = 6; @= -s6,; b-=c-c; and v  = sp. (12.18) 
In particular, it follows from (I 2.18) that 
6, = 1 and a=26+Epl (12.19) 
since a = b + c - 1 by condition (3) of Case D(ii). Now (12.14) becomes 
(12.20) 
But now 2% + 6 divides 2”hac3 ~ 1. Hence as E = 0 or 1, it follows from 
(12.20) that 
~c!-ba(2i,7! _ 6) (p(b+e)-~lv2 ~~ l)/(2”-‘2~ ; S) (12.21) 
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is an integer. Let h = (2b-1~ + 6, 2bv - S). Then X = 1 or 3, and 2b-1~ + 6 
divides (22(b+r)-1v2 - 1) h. Hence we obtain for some integer 5 that 
5(2b-Iv + 6) = /\(2b+%6 + 1). (12.22) 
From this we also obtain that 
K = gs - x = 2b-‘v(22’+w - 5) (12.23) 
We have that K # 0 as otherwise (12.23) implies that 5 is even, which con- 
tradicts (12.22). 
Suppose first that E = 0. Then from (12.22) we obtain 
Hence if X = 1, 1 5 1 < 3; and from (12.23), 1 K 1 < 4. But also by (12.23) K 
is divisible by twice an odd integer. Since K # 0, this yields a contradiction. 
So we consider that X = 3. Then 2b-1v + 6 is divisible by 3. Furthermore, 
by (12.23) and (12.24) I K 1 < 4X = 12. Since 2b-1v divides K by (12.23), there 
is but one possibility, namely, 2b-1v + 6 = 9 and 2”-lv = 10. But then the 
right member of (12.22) is h(2bvS + 1) = 3(- 19); this is not divisible by 9, 
in contradiction to (12.22). This disposes of the case E, = 0. 
Next consider that E = 1. Then as b > 2, it follows from (12.18) that 
c 3 3. Condition (3) of Case D(ii) implies that 2% divides p + 1 or p - 1. 
As v  = sp by (12.18) and 8 divides 2c~, it follows that 
o-&s (mod 8). (12.25) 
It also follows that p 2 7 and thus v  > 7. Hence from (12.22) we have that 
lJl<X 
2b+“v + 1 
2b-lv _ 1 < 9h' (12.26) 
From (12.23), we have 
1 K I < IOA < 30. (12.27) 
Hence 2b-1v < 30 and v  < 15. Since v  is odd and p 3 7, and since v  = ps, 
it follows that v  = p = 7 and s = 1. Then 2b-1v = 14 or 28 according as 
b = 2 or 3. However, if b = 3, 2bv + 6 = 55 or 57, which are not powers of 
a prime. Hence b = 2. If  X = 1, then inequality (12.27) becomes j K 1 < 10. 
In this case, j K 1 is not divisible by 2b-iv = 14. Hence we have that h = 3. 
Then 2b-1v + 6 is divisible by 3. Hence 2b-1v + 6 = 15 and 6 = 1. But the 
right member of (12.22) is A(24vS + 1) = 3. 113, which is not divisible by 
15. This contradicts (12.22). Hence Case D(ii) is eliminated and the prop- 
osition is proved. 
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13. ELIMINATION OF CASE C 
In this section using a counting argument, we eliminate Case C. In this 
case F(U) contains a characteristic elementary subgroup T, of order p‘J and 
D n E’i has order p for i = 0 or 1. For convenience, we suppose that i == 0. 
Lemma 11.3 implies that ?J =- N(T, n E,,) is a D-group with respect to 1, . 
Lemma 1 1.4 implies that 5 contains the S,-subgroup 6 of 8. Furthermore, 
if % = N,,(B n a,), condition (y,,) states that 1 U : 9i 1 --: p or divides (p -j- I)/2 
or (p ~ 1)/2; and there exkts a cyclic wbgroup ‘I) c 3, such that U = WVJ. 
In Case C(i), as ri, n Et, = 3 n E, Lemma 11.3 implies that 5j is also a 
D-group with respect to 3, . Since E == E0 =- Er , it follows from Lemma 11.1 
that B/O(s) is isomorphic to a subgroup of PfL(2, q) containing PSL(2, y) 
and having no s.ubgroups of index 2. By Lemma 6.7, O($) LO-. Since 
$5 n II = 91 and 3 n J, := 3 n 3 E X, it follows from Lemma 3.l(iii) that 
q > 9. But then by Lemma 3.l(xi), Sy, contains a normal subgroup %a 
isomorphic to PS’L(2, q). Hence by Lemma 3.7, $ =. $,,E. By Lemma 3.l(iii), 
En&-l. Hence +sjnn=xnJ-$j,,n3. Set /91ns1=v (asin 
Case C(ii)) and 1 s ~ = 2” +l. Set t -- / II : !11 1, so that t < p. By Lemma 
3.l(iii), q = 2at1 v  -1. S, S = * 1. Then it follows from Lemma 3.1(i) and 
3. I (iii) that 
1 jj j = p+1 ve(2a+rv + S) (2% j- S), (13.1) 
/ C,(T,) 1 = 2a+QM?, (13.2) 
1 C( T,) 1 = 2” +%Yet. (13.3) 
In Case C(ii), C(% n 0-a) is a normal D-subgroup of $J by Lemma 11.3, 
and C(a n @a)$~ X1 as 3 n E,, c 91 = 3, . Hence 5 contains a subgroup 
of index 2. Thus 5/O($) is isomorphic to a subgroup of PX(2, q) containing 
PGL(2, q). Lemma 6.7 implies that O(z) GE-, . As ‘Ji n 3, f  I, it follows 
from Lemma 3.l(iii) that q > 9. Then Lemma 3.l(xi) implies that 5 con- 
tains a normal subgroup $, isomorphic to PS’L(2, q). Since 5 has a subgroup 
of index 2, Lemma 3.7 implies that $,$a has index 2 in 5. But by Proposi- 
tion 18, %=$x3. Hence SjnS=YtnCc-3. Now v-:~Wn3~. 
Set j G 1 = 2a+r to obtain from Lemma 3.l(iii) that q =- 2% + 6, 8 = d- 1 
sincej6:Sn~,/=2.SinceU=~,3,--~(~,X3)=Q,’Ji,e,=I11:Y1/. 
Now it follows from Lemma 3.1 (i) and Lemma 3. I (iii) that 
1 5 / == 2” i ‘ve,(2% --I+ S) (2ap1v + 6) (13.4) 
I C,(T,) I = 2”+% 7 (13.5) 
1 C,( T,) 1 ~7: 2”’ lve,q . (13.6) 
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On the basis of the following lemmas and (13.1), (13.2), **a, (13.6), we shall 
estimate / 8 1 by computing the number of elements in sjg$, where 1) is the 
cyclic subgroup of 3, given in condition (ya). 
LEMMA 13.1. Let G* =C,@). Then 1 G : G* 1 = 2. In Case C(i), 
C * is a maximal cyclic subgroup of 6 containing Tl . In Case C(ii) , 6 * is the 
maximal normal subgroup of 6 containing 2, . 
Proof. In Case C(i), ‘I) ~3 as E = E,, = e1 forces 3 = 3, = 3, . Then 
$ is inverted by the involutions of 2, and 2, distinct from Tl . Hence as 
6 = (2, , Z,), 9 is E-invariant. As S/C,@) has order 2, it follows that 
G* = C&l) is the maximal cyclic normal subgroup 9I of G containing Tl . 
In Case C(ii), U = %E, = %g. We shall show that Er c ‘$l so that we may 
take 2J = (5, . As % = $j n U, % is G-invariant. By Proposition 18, it is abelian. 
Let Q be an G-invariant S,-subgroup of %. Then Q n (5s is G-invariant 
by virtue of Lemma 11.4. Hence (5s is G-invariant and U 1 ?X 1 Es 2 1 is 
an G-invariant normal series of U. Since U/% is isomorphic to E1 and ‘$@a is 
isomorphic to 3, C&j%), CG(%&), and C&J are normal subgroups 2 
in 6 each of which necessarily contains 6’ = [G, G]. Then 6’ stabilizes the 
chain U 1% r) E,, 1 1. Hence [U, 6’1 = 1. In particular, [E, , (2, , G)] = 1. 
Thus C&r) = (2,) 6’) = C&l/%) has index 2 in 6. Hence 6 and thus 
2, normalizes (5, = Cu(C&,)). This forces E, ~3, . In this case G* is a 
dihedral subgroup of index 2 in G containing 2, . 
LEMMA 13.2. If YE I) and Y $ %, then $5 n jjy = 6*%. 
Proof. As [6*, g] = 1 and as % 4 U = %g by (ys), we clearly have 
5 n sjy 2 6*%. Suppose that R = & n $jy 3 G*%. Note that C,(T,) 2 
G*%. We claim that R $ 6 and CR(Tl) = G*%. Indeed, 6 = (G*, T,) 
where T, is an involution of 2, which inverts 2J. Then YTe = Y-i; this 
implies that Tzyml = T,Y-2. Hence if T, E St = $ n $ry, then T,‘-l and 
hence Y-2 is in $j, which is a contradiction since U n 5 = %. Thus 6 $ R. 
Since 1 G% : G*% 1 = 2 and 5% = Cs,(Tl), C,(T,) = G*%. 
We shall derive a contradiction in both Case C(i) and Case C(ii). Consider 
first Case C(i). Then G* = 2I. Since C,( T,) = 2% contains an S,-subgroup 
of R, % is an &-subgroup of R. Since B is cyclic, R is solvable. Now 
8 = sj,E = $Qt. As R 2 8, A = (R n jj,) 5R. Hence 
Set ‘R,,=‘%n&; then %~n&=91(%n&,)=a%o~ %I&,. Hence 
R, 1 VI%,, and R, is a solvable subgroup of &, . As C50(T,) = G%,, , Lemma 
3.l(iii) implies 1 6!&, j = q - 6. Hence 1 ‘us,, I = (q - 6)/2. Let Rr be a 
maximal solvable subgroup of &, containing R,, but not containing G. 
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Lemma 3. I(vi) then implies that fii is a Frobenius group of order q(q -- I)/2 
with elementary kernel D of order q. (This forces 8 -- I.) In such a group, 
the elements of XA” are permuted cyclically in two sets of transitivity by the 
complement W1, . Thus ~1%~ acts irreducibly on Q. Hence %Yi, is a maximal 
subgroup of R, . This forces R, =;: sir = (rJ!R,~. Then also !& = JI,W =: *2[9i~. 
Let L! =:= !W. Then 2 is TX-invariant and C,(Z’,) = 32. But T, E ‘u: and ~1 is 
%-invariant. Hence a is ~~-~n~ari~~nt and thus is inverted by T1 . As o <lg?, 
Lemma 1.1 implies that 0 consists of all the eiements of !! inverted by ‘1‘, . 
NOW 21s R == 3 n g17, RY-’ =- (9191Qy-1 E $I. But I’ E C(7’,); SO 
L’y-I = %.c2’-’ is T -invariant and Gr“ is the inverted set of &?‘-I. But T . 
centralizes O(~~~~) &td thus e’-‘/(r?‘-’ n &). Therefore, Qr-’ is container 
in e!” A $, . Thus Q” is an S,-subgroup of $$, . Thus there exists JVi E go 
such that Qy-’ .zz f;w~ . Then as WR, and (If%,)r~‘W~-l are complements to 
Q in N5,,(Q) = R, , there exists J/2 E 5%” such that %I$ = (%%,)‘-l”l”~‘W* . 
Set W =: W;‘rJVa; then WE $,, . Furthermore, Qy-“@’ == Q and 
(%!Rn,)“-‘W = ‘W1,. But (41%,)‘- = ‘%%, . Hence (!!l%,)W = ‘II%, . Since 
WR, is cyclic and ‘2I is its S,-subgroup, llIW = 2I. Thus WE C,“( T,) == cS!3?, 
since T, G ‘11. 
Consider first that JV E ~%a - 2121111, . Then W is an involution since %%a 
is the maximal cyclic normal subgroup of a dihedral group. Since the elements 
of ‘tf%, normalize a, we may replace JV by W. with X E ?I’%, to obtain that 
W is a noncentral involution of 6. Then YW -= Y--r since Y E ci. Hence 
Yz = YW and Y, = YWT, are involutions. Then % = ( T1, Ya> is a four- 
group which normalizes Q. Thus there exists K E N(X) such that Ya” = T, , 
TrR = Y, , and YsH = Y, . Furthermore, Z fC(T,) == GU. Since 
t& = go 71_; q ) 3 =c q) = 2% . Thus the inverted set of Y3 in 1x is a conjugate 
of 3. But now Q is generated by Cc(r) for T E 5~~. Since T, inverts a, 
C&7;) -= 1. Hence a is generated by C,(Y,), i == 2, 3. We may suppose that 
C,( Yz) # 1. Then C,( Yz) is inverted by T, . Conjugating by R, we obtain 
C=R(T~) + I and is inverted by Y,. Thus QR is contained in a conjugate of i3 
in U. Hence y  E 7r(Z). Since % i7 3 = $jO r\ 3 = O(CfiQ(T,)), Lemma 3.l(iii) 
implies that / ‘2 n 3 1 is prime to q. Thus (q, i U : !E [) f  1. Furthermore, 
91 4 tl; hence C&TX) n %R == 1 since C&R( Tt) is a p-group conjugate 
to a subgroup of 1;5. But by (y,,), Uj% is a cyclic group. Hence C&R(T~) 
is cyclic. This implies that C&Y,) is cyclic of prime order Y dividing 
j U : $32 j. Likewise if C,( Ya) f  1, C,( Ys) is cyclic of prime order P. Since 
Q = (C&Y,), C,(Y,)), q = j ?; / = r or +. ‘Condition (y,,) also implies 
that Y divides (p - I)/2 or (p + 1)/2. On the other hand, p divides 
j 91i‘, 1 = ( Yt n 3 ( since 2, n 3 5 So . But j WJ2, / = (q ~ 1)/2. Hence p 
divides q - 1. Since q = Y or ra, we obtain that p divides Y - I or Y $- 1. 
This yields a contradiction. 
Hence consider that W E ‘u&, . In this case, it follows that 
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QY-1 = QW - - Q. Now Y has odd order and (VPJI,)’ = (2IQ” = VP.Q, .
So Y leaves invariant the two systems of transitivity of %%, considered as a 
permutation group of B #. Hence if X E B#, there exists 2 E 2ER,, such that 
Xyz = X. By virtue of Lemma 3.3(iii), we may choose X EC&) as (5 c 3 
and (5 normalizes $,, . Since YZ E 2tU, YZ = Vi Va where Vi E m and Va E (5. 
Now E E 8, Y 4 ‘% and Z E !JI; consequently we have V, E ‘% and VI $ ‘92. 
But V, E &! implies by our choice of X that XV2 = X. Since Xyz = X, 
XV1 = X. However, C*(V,)? (2, , Z, ,X) = (6, X). Lemma 2.1 implies 
that C*(V,) has a normal 2-complement. But Lemma 3.l(ix) implies that 
(G, X) is a D-group. This contradiction eliminates Case C(i). 
Finally consider Case C(ii). We have that CR(Z’,) = G*%, where now G* 
is a dihedral subgroup of index 2 in 6 containing Tl . Because % n 3, # 1, 
the only involution in Z(C,( TJ) is T, . By Lemma 3.l(iii), the maximal sub- 
group of $ containing C,( TJ and having a normal 2-complement is C,( T,). 
But then C,(T,) n R = C,(T,) = G*%. So 53 # C$(T,) as si 1 G*%. 
Thus R is a subgroup of 5 containing G*% and not having a normal 2-com- 
plement. Then R is a D-group with respect to some four subgroup Z 
of 6*. But in 6, all four-subgroups of G* are conjugate as 1 6 : G* 1 = 2. 
In particular, Z is conjugate to 2, in 5. But $5 is not a D-group with respect 
to 2, in this case. Hence N&Q = Cg(Z,). This implies that 
NAP) = C@) and Na(Z) = Ca(Z). Hence fi is not a D-group with 
respect to 2, which is a contradiction. Thus $ n Sy = R = 6% in both 
cases, and the lemma is proved. 
LEMMA 13.3. Let Yl and Y, be elements of 9. Then sjY,$ = gY& 
implies YJJI = YIW or YJJI = E;-l%. 
Proof. Assume that $jY,B = $Ya$j; hence 
YJ, = Z,Y* (13.7) 
for some 2, and 2, in $5. Because Yi E ‘I) EC( T,), i = 1,2, YrZ*l = ZarlYa . 
Hence 
x1 = Ylzlz,-=lY;l -- z2z;q (13.8) 
isin 9. If Y~E%, then $jY,$=$=sjY& and Y,~$jn!lJ)%. Hence 
the lemma follows in this case. So we may assume Yr $ %, Then X, E 6*% 
by Lemma 13.2. Hence 
x, = xp = ,qz,-1 zz? x,-l. (13.9) 
Thus either X, = 1 or Xi is an involution in G*%. We first show that the 
latter case cannot occur. 
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Suppose then that Xi is an involution in G*%. If X, is conjugate to 7’, in 
G**%, then Xi = T, as G* ‘3 ‘C(T,). Then (13.8) yields Z:zT,Z,m-lT, - T, , 
which yields a contradiction. Hence S*% contains more than one class of 
involutions. This means that Case C(ii) holds. Set V, = X17’, . Since 
X1 f  T, and X, E C(T,), Vi is also an involution in G*‘R But now (13.8) 
implies 
zzrrlz;l ~~ v, (13.10) 
Now let ‘u* be a maximal cyclic normal subgroup of G* containing T, and 
let ‘?I be the maximal cyclic normal subgroup of G containing T, . Then 
‘u* is a normal subgroup of G contained in G* n ‘11, which is the commutator 
subgroup of 6. But j G : G n Jj, 1 = 2; hence G n &, contains ‘11*. Since 
X1$ -5, and 2, c G*, j G* : G* n $, 1 = 2. Thus %* = G* n 5~“. But 
this means that %*‘JI = G*% n $j&, since &,EO contains %. But by (13.10), 
Vr E .$$a as .sj,,E,, (i .$. Hence VI E %I*%. Now T, is the only involution of 
‘$I*91 as 91* is cyclic and ‘21*% sC(T,). Hence we have a contradiction. 
Thus we can consider that Xi = 1. Then from (13.8), Z,‘l = Z, and 
Z, E C,( Tl). Also Z, = Y;lZaY, E Q n C(T,) =: C,(T,). Furthermore, 
since C,(T,) = GYt, Z, belongs to one of the cosets G*!R or T,,G*% where T,, 
is an involution of W ~ G*; then T,, inverts the elements of 9J since 
G* = C,(g) by Lemma 13.1. Since [g, G*] = 1, [VJ, G*%] &%. Then if 
Z, E G*‘%, we obtain from (13.7) 
Y, -= z~lYlzl = Y,[ Yl ) Z,] Z,lZl . (13.11) 
If  Z, E T,G*%, set Z, = TOZz’ where Z,’ E G*%. Then (13.7) implies 
Y, = %;lYl%l = TOZ;-lY,Z, 
= T,Yl[Y1 ) z;] z;-‘z, -= Y;lT,[Y,, z;] z;-‘zl (13.12) 
In the case of (13.11), we have Y, =: YrW where WE C,( T,). But as 
W = Y,-lY, , WE ‘9J. Hence W c VJ n G*91 E %; and Y, E Y,‘%. Similarly, 
(13.12) implies that Y, E Y;-“R This proves the lemma. 
PROPOSITION 20. Case C does not hold. 
Proof. Let 1, Y, , ..., Y, be a set of coset representatives of % in U with 
Y, E 2J, i = 1, 2, .‘.) t. By Lemma 13.2, 1 &Y&J 1 = / 8 I”/ j G*% j; 
i = 2,3, ... ,tThus by Lemma 13.3, ga = 1 $‘l)b 1 > (t - 1) / 5 12/2 / G*% j. 
Consider Case C(i). Then from (13.1) (13.2), and (13.3) and the fact 
that C,( T,) = G‘%, we obtain for g == / 8 / that 
g, = 2J+lev(2a+la + S)Z (2% -~- S)Z (t - 1) <g. (13.13) 
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On the other hand, it follows from (2.21) that 
g = 23a+2~3t34(fi > f2 ,f3) 
where 
(13.14) 
# = #(fi If2 9f3) = 
fif2f3 
(fi + 61) (f2 + 82) (f3 + 63) * 
(13.15) 
Here fi , i = 1, 2, 3, are the degrees of the irreducible characters described 
in Lemma 2.13. Because 15 is simple and U # 1, it follows from that lemma 
that fi > 5, i = 1, 2, 3. Thus we obtain from (13.15) the estimate # < 2. 
Then it follows from (13.13) and (13.14) that 
9 > + (2 + A-), (2% + S)2 9 . 
Since a > 1 and v > 3, 2 + a/(2%) > I$. Since t <p and p divides v 




“144 27’l. (13.17) 
This contradicts the second inequality of (13.13) and eliminates Case C(i). 
Consider Case C(ii). From (13.4), (13.5), and (13.6), we obtain the follow- 
ing, noting that 9 = Er and thus t = e, . 
go = 2a+1ve0(2av + S)2 (2”-i + S)2 (e, - 1) <g. (13.18) 
Here 2% + 6 is a power of a prime. From (2.22), we obtain that 
g = 23av3e,el(e, + Q2 A( fl> (13.19) 
where 
(13.20) 
where fi is the degree of an irreducible character described in Lemma 2.13 
and 6, = f 1. It follows from (2.23) that fi = P+~Y + 6, . As 1 6 1 > 4, 
a > 2. Thus from (13.20), we obtain that 
h<90=45 
’ 64 32 * 
Then from (13.18), (13.19), and (13.21) we obtain that 
(13.21) 
2;1;-;ls )’ (1 - +) . (13.22) 
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Now by the conditions of Case C(ii), e, < 0, e, < (7~ + 1)/Z. As n ,I 2, 
When u = 5, the right member of (13.23) is 
(13.23) 
(13.24) 
Hence from (13.23), g,,jg > I when a > 5, which is a contradiction. If  
7~ = 3, e, < (V -+ 1)/2 = 2. As er is an odd integer greater than 1, we obtain 
a contradiction. This eliminates Case C(ii) and proves the proposition. 
In this section, we apply Propositions 3,4, and 5 to eliminate Case B. Then 
using Propositions 1 and 2, we show that Case A(i) implies that cii is isomor- 
phic to PSL(2, q), q odd, and Case A(ii) implies that 6 is isomorphic to A, . 
This will complete the proof of Theorem 3, which in turn will imply 
Theorem 1. 
PROPOSITION 21. Case B does not hold. 
Pz~of- Suppose that Case B(i) holds so that 1 G j = 4. Let 11, be a normal 
complement in 11 to an S-subgroup of E Then 5 = U, r\ a is a normal 
S-subgroup of @ and hence 3 is a characteristic subgroup of N(G). On the 
other hand, U = U& hence [u, 6] c II, . As 6 is simple, Proposition 4 
implies that U - U,, , which contradicts Case B(i). 
To eliminate Case B(ii), consider that / ‘G j E 8, 1 q : g / E 3, tg$ __- B, 
and ci f  1 for i, j =-I 0, 1, i f  j. Let 8, be a normal complement to an abelian 
C-invariant &-subgroup 13 of U for which ‘3 := p n Ei 3 13 f~ Qi These 
are the conditions of Case B(ii). Since !J.% = [q, G] x q I? E and v  0 @ f  1, 
it foilows that [ZI, E] U, = f<Q, G] 11, f  II. On the other hand, ‘@ c & 
and hence [!& r,] := 1. Thus [U, 2,] ZX, -= [‘$J, &J 21, -= U,, . Finally U, n Ei 
is a normal 3-compiement in QZi and hence is N&)-invariant. Now let q be a 
prime divisor of u = j 3 j. Since q E u1 , an S,-subgroup of C(T,) is an 
,‘;,-subgroup of 6. This contradicts Proposition 5 and eliminates Case B(ii). 
Finally suppose that / G i 33% 4 and that C($) is a D-group with respect 
to ZY< for both i -=: 0 and i = 1. Then it follows from Lemma 2.1 that 
N,,ei,(Z,) 3 C&e,,(Xi). Hence if lf = U&Z, where 21, is a normal S-invariant 
subgroup of U, Proposition 3 implies that U = II, . This contradicts Case 
B(iii) and proves the proposition. 
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PROPOSITION 22. Case A (ii) implies that 2, is isomorphic to A, . 
Proof. Suppose, say, that @i I@,, = %‘. Then 1 G / > 4 and e,, = 1. 
We follow the argument of Proposition 31 of [Z4]. Equating (2.21) and 
(2.22), we obtain after simplification 
4ei = (1 + e# (1 + 2) (1 + 2) (I +f&)” (14.1) 
where fi , i = 1, 2, 3, are the degrees of the irreducible characters treated 
in Lemma 2.13 and ai = * 1. Then we may apply (2.23) to obtain estimates 
for the right member of (14.1). Since 1 6 1 > 4, a >, 2. Thus we obtain 
1 ++t’ 1 +fA>B. (14.2) 
3 
From (59) of [24], at least one of 6,) 6,) or 6, is positive. Thus we obtain 
46 > ($9 (%jz (1 + e1j2. (14.3) 
The resulting quadratic equation has a largest solution less than 7. Hence 
e, = 3 or 5. 
By the conditions of Case A(ii), either e = 1 or U = a, . Suppose that the 
latter case holds. Then U = && = a,-, and e, = 1 t-%1 : @ / = ] U : e ] = I&]. 
Thus I 3,I has a prime order p and 3, is a subgroup of U. By Lemma 1.1, 
Z$, 4 LI. Since p = 3 or 5 and I (5: I is odd, 3, is contained in Z(U) 
andU=%~3,.As~=$,,@~N(Z,), which is a D-group with respect 
to 5,. Hence N(E) is a D-group with respect to 2,. Likewise N(U) =N&) is 
a D-group with respect to %i . Now suppose that there exists a nontrivial 
characteristic subgroup R of @ which is also a characteristic subgroup of E, . 
Then N(R) is a D-group with respect to both 2, and ‘X1 and thus contains 
no normal subgroups of index 2. On the other hand, as R char a, N(R) con- 
tains 6; as R char a, = U, N(R) contains U. Hence N(R) contains C(T,). 
As U # 1, Proposition 2 yields a contradiction. We conclude that no such 
characteristic subgroup of U as R exists. 
In particular, @ is abelian since the commutator subgroup of @ is also the 
commutator subgroup of @i = (Z x 3,. But then an S,l-subgroup of c is a 
characteristic subgroup of both @ and (%i; hence it is trivial. Thus U = @i 
is an abelian p-group. Suppose that E # 1. Then by Lemma 11.3, 
N(E) = N(&,) is a D-group with respect to 2,; by Lemma 6.8, it is also a 
D-group with respect %i . Hence N(E) is a D-group with no normal subgroup 
of index 2. Clearly C(T,) = GU G N(e). But this contradicts Proposition 2. 
Hence we conclude that e = 1. 
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Thus Case A(ii) implies that $, = (5 = 1. In this case U = t&J, = J, 
is abelian. But this is now the case treated in Proposition 31 of [/4]. The 
argument given there may be followed verbatim to obtain a reduction to the 
characterization of A, given by Suzuki [22]. This proves the proposition. 
PROPOSITION 23. Case A(i) implies that 6 is isomorphic to PSL(2, q), 
q odd, q ;;I 5. 
Proof. In this case, Q = $, = Er = 1 so that U =.: 3 and U is abelian. 
By Lemma 6.3, n(U) = (or as ~a and (sq are empty by Propositions 16 and 17. 
Let X be a p-element of U. Then U G O(C*(X)) as C(X) is solvable. But then 
Lemmas 1.2 and 6.3 imply that U = O(C*(X)). Thus C*(X) =:- C(T,). This 
obtains the conditions of the characterization of PSL(2, q), qodd, given1 by 
Brauer, Suzuki, and Wall [7]. Since 0, is simple, q 2 5. Thus the proposition 
is proved. 
Theorem 3 now follows from Propositions I8 to 23. Theorem 3 then implies 
that a minimal counterexample to Theorem 1 does not exist. Hence Theo- 
rem 1 is proved. 
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